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Terms of Sale
Bidding
This public auction is conducted by Longley Auctions Inc. on behalf of the consignors. Persons executing bids either in person
or via telephone, fax, mail or through the services of an auction agent agrees to the acceptance of all of these Terms of Sale. The
cancellation of any bid(s) must occur in writing before the start of the sale and confirmed by us. The order of the sale will follow
the sequential order of the lots in the catalogue.
Bidding is conducted in Canadian funds. Lots are sold to the highest bidder at one advance over the second highest bidder. The
auctioneer shall regulate the bidding. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision will be final. In the event of tie bids,
the first bid received will take precedence. The lot will be knocked down to the highest bidder and payment due at the time the lot
is knocked down. If the bidder fails to pay immediately, Longley Auctions Inc reserves the right to immediately reoffer the lot to
the next highest bidder. The auctioneer reserves the right to reject any bid, divide or groups lots or withdraw any lot. Bids are to be
submitted on a bid sheet and forwarded via mail, fax or email. Telephone bids must be confirmed in writing. Agents are responsible
for their clients’ bids. Bids not conforming to the bidding increments will be reduced to the next lowest interval. We accept “OR”
bids and “Limit” Bids. “BUY” bids will not be accepted.
Bidding Increments
Bids						
$0		 to $25		
$25		
to $100		
$100		 to $300
$300		 to $500
$500		 to $1,000
$1,000		 to $3,000
$3,000		 to $5,000
Over $5,000					

Increment
$2.50
$5
$10
$25
$50
$100
$250
$500

Charges, Taxes, Payment
An 18% Buyer’s Premium will be added to the hammer (selling) price and becomes part of the total purchase price. Canadian
residents will be charged the appropriate HST as applicable to their province or territory. Postage, registration and insurance is
added to the total purchase price.
Floor bidders are expected to take possession of their lots and make payment immediately following the sale unless other arrangements
have been made. Mail bidders known to us with established credit may have their lots forwarded immediately with payment due
within 7 days. Other bidders will be sent a pro forma invoice with payment due within 7 days. Unpaid accounts will be incur a
2% service charge per month. Lots not picked up and paid for within 30 days of the completion of the sale may be reoffered with
the associated cost of such sale borne by the defaulter.
Payment can be made with cash, cheque (drawn on a Canadian or US bank), money order, bank draft, wire transfer, debit card
or VISA. A 3% service charge will be added for credit card use. Payment may be made in US funds at the rate announced at the
commencement of the sale. The auctioneer may, at his discretion, accept payments in other currencies or means provided the bidder
pays the associated banking charges, if any.
Extensions
All items are sold as genuine. Should a bidder wish to obtain an expert opinion and submit an item to a mutually acceptable
body, the bidder must indicate the desire for an “Extension” on the bid sheet before the sale. Floor bidders must indicate the
request for extension at the conclusion of the sale. The successful bidder on an “Extension” lot must pay for the item in full and it
will be forwarded to the expert(s) for opinion. The bidder shall be responsible for the cost of the certificate. Items returned with
certificates as “not genuine” will be refunded including the cost of the certificate (to a maximum of $50). Items returned with
“no opinion” certificates are not grounds for return. A maximum of 4 months will be allowed for the certification process after
which time the item cannot be returned. Items returned must be in the same condition as when shipped by Longley Auctions
Inc. A misdescribed lot containing 5 or less items can be returned within five days of receipt provided it is in the same condition
as when shipped.
No lot may be returned by bidders who have had the opportunity to view the items before the sale nor may any lot be returned
on account of condition visible in photographs in the catalogue (print form or internet). Items offered “AS IS” or described with
faults regardless of degree may not be returned.
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Index

Lot #
1-112
113-144
145-161
162-179
180-210

211-246

247-254
255-284
285-293

294-308
209-325
326-364
365-377
378-379
380-418
419-426

427-458
459-464
465-514
515-518
519-526

Section
Worldwide
British Commonwealth
Canada Stamps
Thematic Stamps
Thematic Stamps - Trains and Railway Lots
The Jim Goodale collection of train and railway thematics. Simply the largest train thematic collection that I have ever seen. Formed
over 40 years, it stretches from very early GB
railway franks to modern thematics from
countries around the world. Offered in large
quantities by countries, with many souvenir
sheets and specialty items, Jim was a prolific
buyer of nearly everything that was issued.
Worldwide Postcards - The “Hagan” collection
The first part of the “Hagan” collection of
postcards is offered in this sale, from an old
time collection formed years before online sales
were in existence and has been tucked away for
decades. The postcard specialist will want to
examine these lots carefully as most cards are
pre-1920s with very few if any “chrome” cards.
British Commonwealth
Foreign
Canada - Newspaper advertising covers
The Jim Goodale collection of newspaper advertising covers. Jim worked as a press man at
the Hamilton Spectator and formed an impressive array of newspaper advertising covers.
Canada - Postcards, Precancels, Postage and
Collections
British Commonwealth
Canada Postal History
Foreign Countries
Literature and Supplies
Worldwide Stamps and covers
Canada - Stampless, Pence, Cents, Large
Queens

527-537
538-560

561-586

586-594
595-600
601-631
632-651
652-682

683-686
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Canada - Small Queen
Canada - Jubilees, Map issue
Canada - Admiral Issue
Canada - Scroll to Modern
Canada - Advertising, British Colombia,
Cancels-orbs
Canada - Cancels - Numerals including Toronto Fancy Cancel “2”
Dead Letter Office
The Brian Draves collection of Dead Letter Office. The first portion of the Draves collection
of DLO is offered here.
Canada - Duplex cancels
The Brian Draves collection of duplex cancels.
Brian’s interest in duplex eminated from his
collection of Toronto, which you will find
throughout numerous sections in this sale.
Many of his better items came from the Stulberg collection.
Canada - Fancy cancel, FDCs and Flag Cancels, Military
Canada - Newfoundland, Nascopie, Officials
Canada - Ontario Counties postal history
Canada - Perfins, Post Office, Postcard, RPOs,
Registered, Revenues, Roller cancels
Canada - Squared Circles
The Brian Draves collection of squared circles.
Brain was a passionate collector of squared
circles, particularly active from the 1990s2000s and formed an impressive collection
with better items from the Cohen, Hennok
and Kerzner collections. Brian loved calendar
collections and formed impressive holdings of
such towns as Belleville, Toronto and Winnipeg among others.
Canada - Street postmarks, War Tax

The Robert Hunter worldwide collection. Robert was a lifelong stamp collector, worked for the post office in Cambridge,
Ontario and served as president of the Cambridge Stamp Club for many years. He was a constant presences with his wife Jane
at many stamp shows and events. He was very active in his church and made many missionary trips to Guatemala in the 1990s
and 2000s. Bob was an award winning pigeon racer and participated in the opening ceremonies of both the 1976 Montreal
Olympics and 1988 Calgary Olympics. He was awarded a souvenir bronze medal as a participant at both Olympics. His
collection includes a lifetime of gathering and sorting stamps, literally millions of stamps. The individual country lots are simply
staggering with an immense potential beyond just the stamp value, but also re-entries and most especially postmark interest.
Worldwide Lots 1-112
1
O Worldwide binders A-C. Abkazia to Ceylon worldwide collection in seven binders, with duplication
from Abkazia (locals) to Ceylon, spotted odd countries such as Albania, Azerbaijan, Bhutan, Burkina
Faso, Burundi etc.
2
*/O Americas, 7 binders. Hunter collection. Americas, 7 binders incl. Canada, US, Uruguay, etc.
3
O Worldwide countries A-M, 14 binders. A-M worldwide countries in 14 binders, marked traders on
old sales circuit pages and album pages clipped from worldwide albums, neatly organized, some areas
sporadic or nothing. Did not group of duplicated mint Ghana on manila pages, Disney SS etc.
4
O Worldwide horde Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil. Argentina, Bolvia and Brazil carton, used off paper.
10,000s of stamps. Inspect.
5
O Africa horde. African worldwide carton sorted by country in envelopes, 1000s if not 10,000s.
Includes some African topicals sorted by subject. Inspect,
6
O Worldwide horde A-F A-F worldwide carton horde, A-F countries from Afghanistan to France, off
paper, sorted by countries with a wide range of obscure countries, 10,000s of stamps. Large carton.
Check this one out.
7
*/O Worldwide collection A-F. A-F worldwide collection A-F in 12 binders, hinged on blank pages often
with duplicates in quantity, spotted Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Chad, China back of
book, Republic of China, Denmark, Finland etc.
8
O Austria horde. Austria horde in large carton, off paper in envelopes, 10,000s. Inspect.
9
*/O Belgium collection. Belgium collection in hingeless album with good degree of mint but yet some
gaps. Useful for expansion
10
O Belgium off paper horde. Belgium off paper horde, duplication and in envelopes, 10,000s
11
O Brazil horde. Brazil horde in small carton, older material to modern, sorted generally by era, 1000s
if not 10,000
12
O Bulgaria horde. Bulgaria horde in small carton, an amazing number of stamps, 1000s, if not 10,000s.
I’ve never seen so much Bulgaria.
13
O Burundi horde. Burundi horde in small carton, off paper, 1000s. An unusual country and quantity.
14 */O China horde. China horde in small box, mint and used of paper, 1000s of stamps, from a lifelong
collection dating back to the packet making years. Contains China and PRC. Lots of interesting
material
15
O Worldwide 7 binders, small countries Crete to Ifni. Crete to Infi worldwide carton, 7 binders of
small countries.
16
O Czechoslovakia horde. Czechoslovakia horde in carton, off paper, some sorted by year, lots of topicals,
10,000s. Amazing quantity.
17
O Czechoslovakia horde. Czechoslovakia horde in small carton, off paper, lots of topical interest.
10,000s. Wow.
18
O Denmark horde. Denmark horde in mid-size carton, used off paper in envelopes, a lifetime collection
of sorting, duplicates, 1,000s if not 10,000s
19 */O France horde. France horde in three binders and four stock books incl early imperfs to modern,
duplicated throughout. Inspect.
20

O

France off paper. France off paper in shoe box in envelopes, 10,000s. Inspect.
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France and colonies horde. included
Germany horde. Germany horde in carton, used off paper stuffed in envelopes, All eras, lots of
duplication, thematic interest. A lifetime accumulation. Certainly 10,000s of stamps, possibly more.
O Worldwide carton G-I. G-I worldwide carton. G-I countries incl. Gabon, Greece, Iceland, Iraq, etc.
plus other countries. 10,000s.
*/O Germany carton. Germany in carton, mixed mint and used in five binders and thee stock books plus
a few loose on pages
O Germany horde. Germany horde, large carton with 10,000s used off paper, all eras. Quite likely
1000,000s. A lifetime of collecting and would take a dealer or specialist months of sorting. Inspect.
*/O Germany collection, 5 binders. Germany collection in five binders, early issues up to modern incl.
DDR, duplication and mint throughout
*/O Germany, 4 binders, one album. Germany 4 binders with manila pages, scattered used, and one
springback album with Germany Berlin.
O Greece off paper. Greece off paper in small box, 1000s
*/O Worldwide collection, G-P Countries, 10 binders. G-P worldwide collection, G-P countries in 10
binders, Greece to Palestine, noted Liechtenstein, Macau, Mongolia, Netherlands, Norway.
O Worldwide G-H off paper. G-H worldwide G-H countries off paper incl. Greenland, Guadeloupe,
Guinea, Haiti, Honduras and others, 10,000s
O Guatemala off paper. Guatemala off paper, small carton, 1000s
O Worldwide Collection Countries H-J. H-J worldwide collection, 13 binders, countries H-J incl.
Hong Kong, Hungary (3), Italian States, Italy, Korea (North and South), Indonesia, Iraq, Iran,
Jamaica, and Jordan.
O Hungary used box lot. Hungary half banker box-sized box jammed with 1000s of used off paper with
extensive topical interest. Inspect.
O Hungary off paper. Hungary off paper, small carton in envelopes, 10,000s
O Hungary horde. Hungary horde in carton, used off paper in envelopes, 10,000s of stamps, topical
interest. Inspect.
O Hungary horde, another one. Hungary horde in small carton, used off paper in envelopes, 10,000s.
Topical interest to be certain.
O Worldwide Hungary and Czechoslovakia Huge box. Hungary and Czechoslovakia in large box with
10,000s of used in envelopes. Huge topical interest.
O Ireland horde. Ireland horde #2/1115 in shoebox sorted by catalogue number
*/O Italy - Roman States binder. Roman States, small collection in binder with detailed articles on how
to distinguish genuine from fake, condition mixed. Owner STC $1800
O Worldwide carton I-P plus more. Italy to Poland worldwide carton and more, sorted in envelopes by
countries, literally 10,000s of stamps, likely over 100,000 stamps. Excellent for club sales circuits or
small shows. Wow.
O Worldwide carton, strength in Italy, Romania, Poland, Italy to Poland etc worldwide carton off paper
sorted by country, spotted strength in Italy, Romania, Poland. Lots of thematic interests. 10,000s of
stamps.
O Japan collection. Japan collection in four binders (one only partially filled), some duplication
throughout. Early to modern, includes prefectures.
O Mexico binder. Mexico collection in binder #14/1176 with sparse early, and duplication throughout.
Worth a look.
*/O Middle East Collection Aden to Yemen, 8 binders. Middle East collection, Aden to Yemen, 8 binders
with home made pages, extensive thematic sets, SSs, holograph stamps etc. Largely modern and topical
issues.
O Middle East carton, 10,000s. Middle East carton sorted by countries in envelopes, 10,000s of stamps.
Spotted Sharajah, Oman, Umm Al Qiwain, Yemen, UAR and much more. An excellent sorter lot
with tons of thematics
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Middle East, especially souvenir sheets Middle East carton, strength in souvenir sheets and blocks,
wide array of thematics. Inspect.
Middle East carton. Middle East carton off paper in large envelopes, spotted Oman, AYAR, Sharjah,
Ras Al Khaima, Dubai, Fujeira, Umm Al Qiwain and more, 10,000s and loads of topicals.
Worldwide Monaco to Peru off paper. Monaco to Peru worldwide off paper, sorted in envelopes by
country, lots of variety. Perfect for sorter or nickel stamp table seller. 10,000s
Worldwide countries N-Z worldwide traders, 13 binders. N-Z worldwide countries trader stamps,
in 13 binders.
Worldwide N-Z, 10 binders. Norway to Zambese worldwide in 10 binders, duplication throughout,
two binders are smaller and cover Norway.
Netherlands horde. Netherlands horde in mid-size carton, off paper, stuffed in overflowing envelopes,
10,000s of stamps. For the specialist.
Norway horde. Norway horde, off paper, sorted roughly by era and even issue, 10,000s. Inspect.
Poland carton. Poland carton of off paper stamps, 10,000s many sorted by year (but not catalogue
number). Heavy duplication and strong topical interest.
Worldwide countries, P-Y Countries. P-Y worldwide countries, 10 binders incl. Poland(2), Portugal,
Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Vatican, Vietnam and Yugoslavia. (Russia offered elsewhere).
Romania horde. Romania horde in carton, off paper, in envelopes with many sorted by year, 10,000s
and lots of topical interest. Inspect
Romania horde. Romania horde in small carton, off paper, 10,000s of stamps, topical interest. Take
a look.
Russia 4 binders, Hunter collection. Russia, four binders, Hunter collection, largely used and CTO,
some mint, duplication.
Russia horde. Russia horde is small carton, used off paper in huge quantity, lots of topicals especially
space. 10,000s
Rwanda horde. Rwanda horde is small box, off paper, large quantity, 1000s if not 10,000. Topical
interest.
Worldwide S countries box. Saar, Siam, Syria box. Saar, Siam, Syria etc worldwide box incl, Saar,
Siam (Thailand) and Syria box, 1000s
Worldwide horde, Saar / Zaire. Saar to Zaire worldwide horde in carton, from Saar to Zaire, sorted
by country in envelopes, many 10,000s. An excellent retailer lot, from a lifetime collection.
South and Latin America A-H Hunter Collection. South and Latin America Hunter collection
countries A-H in 13 binders, scattered representation and duplication throughout. Countries include
Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Haiti, Honduras. Useful.
South and Latin America M-P countries. South and Latin America, 8 binders incl. Mexico, Panama,
Peru, and Paraguay, duplication throughout. Hunter collection
Worldwide South America horde. South America horde of used stamps sorted by country. A massive
lifetime accumulation, 10,000s of stamps for sure. Inspect
South America and Latin horde. South and Latin America worldwide carton, sorted by countries,
spotted, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Puerto Rico, Peru, El Salvador, Uruguay,
Venezuela etc. 10,000s of stamps. A huge horde.
Spain box, 10,000s. Spain box of used off paper in large quantities, box 9x12x4.5”, 10,000s
Switzerland horde. Switzerland horde, small carton of off paper, sorted by era and type, 1000s, if not
10,000
Turkey box. Turkey box crammed with loose stamps, many 1000s
Worldwide US Bicentennial album. US and worldwide album of stamp issues celebrating US
Bicentennial, large degree of completion in specialty album in stamp mounts. Owners 2011 STC
$1833
UN horde. UN horde in long file box, an immense quantity. Inspect,
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Worldwide U-Z countries, box. Uruguay, Vatican, Vietnam, Zaire, worldwide accumulation in a
carton. 1000s
US 4 volume collection plus more. US collection 1893-2004, largely mint with high face value, plus
three other binders, used and postal stationery etc.
US 4 binders. US four binders incl. 3 stamps, one gold foil souvenir covers.
US on and off paper mix. USA carton, with bags of on and off paper mix, mostly modern
Worldwide carton, strength in USA. USA and worldwide carton (copy paper box size) with on paper
and off paper USA, USA FDCs, misc. worldwide.
US FDCs, USA FDCs in a carton, 1940s to 1980s generally, hundreds.

USA Postal Commemorative Society 5 albums complete. USA Postal Commemorative society US
FDCs in five large albums, each page with one cover and history of stamp, supposedly complete set.
Plus some other misc. US FDCs incl overrun countries etc.
O US Monster Horde, Two pallets worth, millions of stamps. USA monster stamp horde, 43 cartons
or long boxes, a few mixed boxes and a small bit on paper, but otherwise sorted in catalogue order
from #11 (yes #11) to 4854, plus back of book. A lifetime horde with a story. A large truck load
of missionary mix was shipped to Guatemala where two families worked for years soaking and
sorting the stamps. A hurricane had devastated Guatemala and Mr. Hunter found a way to support
his missionary work with his hobby. He kept two families employed for several years, representing
decades of work soaking and sorting. Approximate size is two pallets or one very large one. Shipping
can be arranged but contact us first. Contact us for more information about this one in a lifetime
opportunity.
O US and Canada carton. US and Canada carton, off paper, in glassines etc., and some loose in boxes,
a few FDCs.
*/O Vatican City 1933-1982, three binders. Vatican City 1933-1982 in three binders, largely mint
modern sets, a few SSs, scattered early.
O Venezuela box. Venezuela box, 1000s. A bit of Germany accidently mixed in too.
*/O Yugoslavia box. Yugoslavia box, 1000s. quite likely 10,000+.
O Sales circuit books (40+) Worldwide sales circuit duo-tangs (40+) with club style pages, 5c and 10c
each, plus a few bags of stamps.
O Worldwide off paper. Worldwide off paper, in envelopes sorted by country in large carton, spotted
France, Haiti, Finland etc., plus other countries. 10,000s Inspect.
O Worldwide jumble carton. Worldwide jumble box incl shoebox of UN FDCs, Netherlands off paper,
US and more.
*/O Worldwide carton with souvenir sheets etc. Worldwide carton with strength in SS, blocks and full
sheets. Noted extensive topical interest and some mint USA
*/O Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton of stamps incl. Russia stock book, flat box filled with mixed
worldwide, bags of stamps etc. Inspect.
O Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton, incl topicals, box of loose, a few empty albums, misc.
*/O Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton with unsold club auction sales sheets, single stamps, sets and
groups, album pages with Tristan da China etc. Inspect.
O Worldwide binders (30). Worldwide extensive old time dealer stock in 30 binders,
Commonwealth, foreign, US and thematic, arranged on manila pages and approval type pages in
two large cartons. Inspect.
*/O Worldwide, old dealer stock, The Penny Black firm. Worldwide old dealer stock from firm “The
Penny Black” (1970s), cheaper material generally by did spot mint Coronation and Omnibus,
presentation souvenir items etc. Total 15 items.
O Worldwide tins, Hungary, Czech etc. Worldwide tins, 8 large tins incl. Canada, Israel, Hungary,
Czech, Slovakia.
*/O Worldwide carton, Worldwide box of country binders and tins incl. Guatemala, “C” countries,
Vatican, Legends of the West book etc.
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Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton, 10,000s of stamps incl. GB, US, worldwide, and
Switzerland in quantity in shoeboxes and envelopes, plus stacks of covers and cards.
Worldwide horde, 13 immense boxes. Worldwide horde in 13 13 hard shell boxes each 10x25”, from
A-Z, must be 100,000s of stamps from a lifetime collector. A simply overwhelming horde, perfect for
the show dealer or a single lifetime purchase by a collector. Unbelievable.
Worldwide 12 binders. Worldwide 12 binder, mostly European, incl 5 Germany manila stock pages
with little material.
Worldwide carton, Romania, Belgium, UN, Vatican. Worldwide carton incl Romania, Belgium,
Vatican, UN in boxes, 10,000s
Worldwide covers. Worldwide small carton, hundreds of worldwide covers incl Canada postal cards,
worldwide FDCs, commercial mail etc.
Worldwide carton misc. Worldwide carton misc., loose stamps in small carton, binders, box of
worldwide flag labels (non-stamp) for album page headers etc.
Worldwide jumble box. Worldwide jumble box, small carton with strength in topicals and souvenir
sheets, spotted small stock book of Germany etc.
Worldwide eclectic carton. Worldwide eclectic carton spotted Mongolia 23k gold stamps album
“Living Treasures of Asia”, Russia album mint 1980s, stock book of Yemen etc. SSs and blocks,
two Mexico presentation books, some Ryukyu Islands, several envelopes of Haiti off paper, framed
shadow box of Castro stamps and picture, other weird stuff.
Worldwide carton jumble. Worldwide carton jumble incl. box of Canada/USA loose stamps, albums,
postcards etc.
Canada, USA cover carton. Worldwide cover carton incl. Canada, USA covers incl. FDCs, postal
stationery, commercial mail. Modest representation but some useful stuff.
Worldwide mix. Worldwide mix, small carton with misc. countries in envelopes, also spotted
thematic dinosaurs, etc.
Worldwide off paper, two large cartons, 10,000s. Worldwide two large cartons, approx. size of 6 shoe
boxes filled with 10,000s of worldwide stamps, used off paper, sorted by country. An overwhelming
horde that will help fill your album with many duplicates to trade.
Worldwide cover carton. Worldwide cover carton, mostly Canada incl FDC and events but noted
postcards and worldwide airmail etc.
Worldwide carton. Worldwide large carton with stock book of Israel, collections of Australia and
New Zealand, other misc. binders of stamps etc.
Worldwide 9 binders, Hunter collection. Worldwide 9 binders and two small boxes of loose, includes
thematic material. Inspect
Worldwide Misc. carton. Worldwide misc. carton incl. two binders of butterflies, Elvis, box of
approvals incl some mint Canada face, empty glassines and supplies etc
Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton with two Statesmen albums (largely empty), some better sets
on stock pages (to $15), other misc. The good and the bad but still worth
Worldwide cover box. Worldwide cover box, misc. worldwide, FSCs, few postcards

112
S
Two boxes of supplies. Supplies - two boxes of supplies, black mounts and black stock pages.
British Commonwealth - Lots 113-144
113 O Australia Mammoth used horde. Australia, enormous used hoarder incl Australian states, sorted by
catalogue number, four long letter boxes (8”x20” each) and large square carton. An absolute lifetime
horde, the biggest pile of Australian stamps I’ve ever seen.
114 O Australia carton. Australia carton incl small stock sorted on 102 cards in red box, stock book filled
with used and smaller carton on Australia sorted by catalogue number in envelopes.
115 O British Commonwealth A-E Countries. British Commonwealth A-E six binders, Hunter collection,
duplication throughout. Inspect.
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British Commonwealth used, by countries, largely A-C. British Commonwealth used off paper
sorted in envelopes, largely A-C countries but did see Nigeria, Rodonda, misc. A-Z etc. 10,000s
stamps. Sorter’s paradise
O British Commonwealth Bermuda to Cyprus, 5 binders. British Commonwealth 5 binders, Bermuda
to Cyprus, extensive duplication. Inspect.
O Ceylon box. Ceylon in small box in envelopes, 1000s.
*/O British Commonwealth Christmas Island to Gambia, 1000s Christmas Island, Cook Islands, Cyprus,
Falkland Islands, Fiji and Gambia, 1000s.
*/O Dominica box. Dominica box of 1000s in small box.
O British Commonwealth F-I countries, 5 binders. Hunter collection. F-I British Commonwealth
countries, five binders from Falkland Islands to India, including States, duplication. Hunter
collection. Inspect.
O Ghana used. Ghana used, 1000s off paper in box. Sorter’s dream
O British Commonwealth hoarder Gibraltar to Kenya. Gibraltar to Kenya British Commonwealth
horde, envelopes crammed with used stamps, Gibraltar to Kenya, (no Jamaica, Guyana)
*/O GB collection. GB collection #1/1942, 1840-2012 in two binders, spotted four used #1 (condition
issues), smattering of Victorian, modern fake of #92 5 pound, and strength beyond Geo VI, often
duplicated throughout. Also three binders of Guernsey, Jersey and Isle of Man
O GB Horde. GB horde in 10 boxes (8@10”x20”), one small and one banker box), used sorted in
envelopes, starts from 1d imperf to modern era, hundreds if not thousands of each in some cases.
Several boxes of Machins as well as back of the book. A lifetime collection and huge project for the
specialist or dealer.
O GB horde. GB huge quantity used off paper in photocopy box, rough sorted by era incl earlies to
modern, regionals, locals, Machins, bundles etc. 10,000s of stamps
O Grenada horde. Grenada horde is small box and envelopes, used off paper 10,000s, topical interest.
O Guyana horde. Guyana horde in small box, 1000s, topical interest.
O Hong Kong off paper. Hong Kong, small box of off paper stamps, mostly 1960s to modern in
envelopes. 1000s.
O Indian States horde. Indian States in small box, 1000s off paper.
*/O British Commonwealth collection I-N (5). I-N British Commonwealth countries collection “I-N”
countries in five binders, Ireland to Norfolk Island, mix of mint and used. Inspect.
O Jamaica horde. Jamaica horde in box, used in envelopes roughly grouped, 10,000s
O British Commonwealth M-R 5 binders. Hunter collection. M-R British Commonwealth 5 binders,
countries M to R, duplication throughout. Hunter collection.
O British Commonwealth M-P countries horde. M-P British Commonwealth M-P countries hoarder
in large carton, off paper, sorted by country stuffed in envelopes, just 10,000s of stamps. Much useful
here
O New Zealand horde. New Zealand horde in two long boxes (10x20” each), with 10,000s of stamps,
A life time horde,
*/O New Zealand collection. New Zealand collection 1855-1999 on album pages, scattered early used
material and modern mint sets. Inspect
*/O British Commonwealth Collection S-Z S-V British Commonwealth countries collection, S-V being
South Africa to Zanzibar, nine binders with home made pages, some duplication, catalogue number
and CV beneath many.
O South Africa used off paper. South Africa #2/1043 used off paper, sorted by catalogue number,
10,000s
O British Commonwealth off paper, U-Z, misc. U-Z British Commonwealth countries off paper sorted
by countries U-Z plus G and other countries misc. 1000s of stamps.
 British Commonwealth covers. British Commonwealth small carton of covers incl. Canada postal
cards, FDCs and worldwide misc.
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British Commonwealth carton. British Commonwealth carton incl. New Zealand B.O.B. in
quantities, South Africa, several binders of Commonwealth, QEII souvenir collection etc.
142 O British Commonwealth 9 binders
143 O British Commonwealth 10 binders. British Commonwealth,10 binders various colonies, incl. one
binder of GB FDCs.
144 */O British Commonwealth horde. British Commonwealth horde, off paper, sorted by country in
envelopes. An enormous wealth of stamps, 10,000s if not 100,000 stamps or more. A sorter’s dream.
Perfect for local show dealer.
Canada Stamps
145 */** Canada mint face box. Canada mint face postage box from George VI to modern, saw a few back of
book, dues etc. Easily
146 */** Canada Face box. Canada face postage sorted by denominations, in post office matched plate blocks
etc. Some stuck included but not considered for estimate.
147 */O Canada provinces shoebox. Canada provinces shoe box, NB, NS, PEI and Newfoundland sorted
by catalogue number in envelopes. Hundreds if not thousands. Excellent for re-entry and postmark
study as it is unpicked and from a lifetime collection.
148 */O Canada Back of Book shoebox. Canada back of book in shoebox sorted by catalogue number, spotted
mint early airmail, scads of other issues, duck stamps and duck stamps on licenses, cut squares of
postal stationery. Worth a good look.
149 */O Canada collection. Canada collection in binder with scattered interesting material worth inspection.
Spotted 15¢ LQ mint, 6¢ SQ mint, 1¢ SQ precancel, 1/2¢ LQ used, interesting mint 4¢ Scroll
block, 1¢ Edward (2 mint blocks) etc. An eclectic mix.
150 */O Canada carton. Canada carton with mint sheets, used bundleware (George VI era), loose stamps,
tins, etc. Inspect.
151 O Canada horde. Canada horde #54/modern, 100,000s in 26 boxes (14@10”x14”, 12@10”x25” hard
shell boxes), An immense quantity of stamps useful as a dealer stock, specialist sorting, postmark
hunter etc. Simply overwhelming.
152 O Canada 11 stock books 37/1228. Canada, 11 stock books #37/1228, used on manila stock pages.
153 */O Canada 6 binders. Canada six binders and albums incl extensive mint, a binder of Newfoundland,
some Centennials, BOB etc.
154 */O Canada mint, plus Newfoundland. Canada, small carton jammed with thousands of mint, unused
Canada, much face material but also a small envelope of Newfoundland with mint plate blocks,
earlier used. Inspect
155 O Canada horde in glassines. Canada horde in large carton, used off paper sorted by catalogue # 14/450
in 9 smaller boxes in order, in glassines. Huge quantity 10,000s with cancel and variety potential
since it was from a hoarder and not a flyspecker or postmark collector.
156 O Canada postmark collection. Canada postmark cut square collection on home made pages, sorted
alphabetically. Old school type collection when people used to collect just the postmarks, two groups
of pages held with large binder rings.
157 */O Canada mint 35/321. Canada mint #35/321 sorted in envelopes by catalogue number, fewer earlier
material but often quantity including blocks with later material. Surprisingly useful material. Look
closely at this one.
158 */** Canada mint 322 to modern. Canada mint #322 to modern sorted in envelopes, with duplication,
postage or collector material.
159 */** Canada mint box. Canada mint box with one stock book and four photo style pouch books with
mint singles and blocks, plate blocks. A bit of used too.
160 ** Canada Year Sets 1977/2000. Canada Year sets, 20 incl. 1977, 1979, 1891, 1983-1986, 1987(3),
1991-2000 plus 2000 Millennium special. Also includes a few empty books not counted.
161 O Canada Cover carton. Carton of covers, largely Canada FDCs (1960s to modern incl. private cachets)
and WW FDCs, some postcards and a bit of commercial mail.
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Thematic Stamps - Lots 162-179
162 */O Bear thematic collection. Bear thematic collection in three binders, stamps, covers etc., mint and used.
163 */O Thematic - Lions, Cats Feline, 9 binders. Thematic cats, lions, felines in 9 binders incl. two specialized
binders of Lions Club service organization.
164 */O Churchill thematic collection, 4 binders. Churchill thematic collection in 4 binders, mint, used and
covers.
165 ** Disney box. Disney box with sets and part sets in glassines. hundreds.
166 ** Disney horde. Disney horde is glassines in large shirt box, sets and part sets. Useful for the dealer or
a Mouseketeers looking for a magical kingdom experience.
167 */O Disney collection. Disney collection in six Disney binders with group of extra sets (many to $15 each).
168 */O Disney, four binders. Disney thematic, four binders of heavily duplicated traders. Excellent for dealer.
169 */O Thematic - JFK Kennedy collection, 5 albums. Thematic - John F Kennedy collection, in five
specialty albums. A popular thematic. Inspect
170 */O Space thematic collection, 23 binders. Space thematic collection in 23 binders, stamps, covers and
cards, very extensive and even includes one binder on Copernicus.
171 */O Thematic souvenir sheets. Thematic souvenir sheets, 100s if not 1000, say Diana, animals, cars, space etc.
172 */O Thematic collection, 12 binders. Hunter collection. Thematic collection in 12 binders with multiple
Christmas, Santa, Christmas seals, Boy’s Town, JFK, Churchill etc.
173 */O Thematic carton, 10 binders, cats etc. Thematic carton, 10 binders incl cats, other thematics
174 */O Worldwide topicals, carton. Worldwide topicals in large carton, in four shoeboxes, 10,000s, spotted
Poland sorted by theme incl boats, planes, castles, flowers, animals etc.
175 */O Thematic carton, mint sheets, traders, subject. Thematic five binders incl. cats, mint sheets, other
“better traders” plus box of mint and used priced in glassines. Inspect.
176 */O Worldwide Thematic, souvenirs. Worldwide thematics incl. 1976 Olympics, Expo 67, Centennial
souvenir cases, QEII commemorative album, other related stamps.
177 O Worldwide carton, topical strength. Worldwide carton, topical strength, stamp approval pages, sets
and singles in glassines, spotted some Bhutan etc.
178 D Coin collection. Small box of coins incl. some silver, US paper money, souvenir tokens etc.
179 */O Worldwide small countries A-C. Worldwide small countries A-C, seven binders, 1000s stamps, lots
of thematics
Thematic Stamps - Trains and Railway Lots 180-210
The Jim Goodale collection of train and railway thematics. Simply the largest train thematic collection that I
have ever seen. Formed over 40 years, it stretches from very early GB railway franks to modern thematics from
countries around the world. Offered in large quantities by countries, with many souvenir sheets and specialty
items, Jim was a prolific buyer of nearly everything that was issued.
180 */O Trains - Afghanistan to Antigua. Trains - Afghanistan to Antigua, specialized collection on black
stock pages incl. Afghanistan, Aden, Afars, Afghanistan, Aitutki, Ajman, Albania, Algeria (incl. 190
revenues, specialized like YT153-154 missing overprint, YT162-163 erroneously overprinted), Altay,
Angola (extensive sheetlets Jan 2000-2003, paid $380), Antigua & Barbuda (incl. SSs).
181 */O Trains - Argentina to Australia. Trains - Argentina to Australia, specialized collection on black stock
pages incl. Argentina, Armenia, Ascension, Australia (mint set bridges 130-132, 5/- unused, plus
used set. 1934 mint centenary set, 1989 stamp show entrance ticket with train theme tickets, SSs,
booklets, London 2010 o/p SS, OS o/p bridges 2d, 3d, etc.
182 */O Trains - Australia to Azerbaijan. Trains - Australia to Azerbaijan, specialized collection on black stock
pages incl. Australia printers proof signed G Wade (8), imperf sheetlet (2), Thirlmere Railway SSs
(perf and imperf ), Don River Tasmania sheets, Pici Richi, Puffing Billy, 12 NSW large square railway
parcel franks (1d, 3d, 6d(3), 1s,(3), 3s, 5s), then 180 more modern town NSW railway, 10 older
Victorian railway franks, then 41 modern franks, 14 older Queensland Railway franks, Tasmania
older SA Railway 7d single, 6d block of four, then older Queensland railways (with train (22),
Austria (several 100), and a few Azerbaijan.
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Trains - Bahrain to Bolivia. Trains - Bahrain to Bolivia, specialized collection on black stock pages
incl. Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Barbuda, Batum, Basutoland, Bavaria (mint singles and blocks
of railway revenues), Belgian Congo, Belgium (extensive railway stamps, B holding proof, SSs etc.),
Belize, Benin (extensive SS incl. set of 9 SS 2003, 2006 set of 6 SS, 2006 two sets and sheetlet, 2009 SS,
2014 Harry Potter SSs, 2015, 2016, 2017 etc.), Bhutan, Bolivia (unissued), etc. Specialized holding.
Trains - Bosnia to Burundi. Trains - Bosnia to Burundi, specialized collection on black stock pages incl.
Bosnia, Botswana, Brazil, BIOT, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burma and Burundi (SSs and imperf proofs etc
Trains - Caicos Islands to Canada. Trains - Caicos Islands to Canada, specialized collection on black
stock pages incl. Caicos Islands (lone Disney stamp), Cambodia (elephant stamp with train hiding
in background, set and SS, plus others), Cameroon, Canada (20c harvester, 12c Confed, 12c Bridge,
20c Ship, $1 Ferry, and other modern Canada mint,
Trains - Canada Trains - Canada album with Pembina fantasy, bond coupons (GTR, Montreal,
Chambly & Sorel, Cobourg & Teterboro Railroad, Quebec & Chibougamau), Intercontinental
letter bills, notes, etc., real photo postcards of train wrecks, commemorative postcard of Jumbo,
FDCs , CPR telegraph stamp TCP 42 etc.
Trains - Canal Zone to Czechoslovakia (3). Trains - Canal Zone to Czechoslovakia in three binders
with slip cases incl. Canal Zone, Cabo Juby, Cayman Islands, Central Africa (extensive), Ceylon,
Chad (extensive), Chile, Christmas Island, Colombia, Comoro Island, Congo (extensive), Cook
Islands, Costa Rica, Cuba incl 1858 Empress del Ferro Carril de Guantanamo share certificate,
Cyprus and Czech. Three binders total
Trains - Dahomey to Dubai. Trains - Dahomey to Dubai in one large binder incl. Dahomey, Danzig, Davaar
Island, Denmark (extensive), Djibouti (extensive), Dominica, Dhufar, Dominican Republic and Dubai.
Trains - Ecuador to Ethiopia. Trains - Ecuador to Ethiopia in binder incl. Ecuador (early plus later
SSs), Egypt (early, 1933 FDC, two Egypt Delta light railways dividends), Equatorial Guinea (gold
and silver foil SSs, etc.), Eritrea and Ethiopia.
Trains - Falkland Islands to Fujeira. Trains - Falkland Islands to Fujeira in binder incl. Falkland
Islands and Dependencies, Fiji, Finland, France (postcards, imperf SSs, airmail, also YT6, 9-14, 1518, 28-32, 47-54, two unlisted overprints of Q52, Q53, and much more incl. Paris bus parcel post,
colonies and Fujieira.
Trains - Gabon to Gibraltar. Trains - Gabon to Gibraltar in binder incl. Gabon, Gambia (extensive SSs), Georgia,
Germany (incl Berlin train station stamp with China overprints etc.), Ghana and Gibraltar.
Trains - Great Britain and Channel Islands. Trains - Great Britain and Channel Islands in large
binder incl stamps, booklet with train designs, covers and cancels, Alderney, Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of
Man (the largest section with booklets, SSs, vending postage etc.).
Trains -Great Britain, Scotland and Isles, 6 binders. Trains - Great Britain, Scotland and Isles, mammoth
collection in six binders incl many early trains as well as modern. An extensive representation incl.
Barry, Bluebell, British Rail, Caledonian, Cheshire, Coras Isle of Man, County Donegal, Downpatrick,
Dublin United Tramway, Dublin Wicklow, East Somerset, Festiniog, Furness, Gloucestershire
Warwick, Great Central, Great Eastern, Great North of Scotland, Llythyr, Great Southern, Great
Western, Isle of Man, Keighley & Worth, Kent & East Sussex, Lancashire, Llanberis, Llechwedd,
Manx, London Brighton and South Coast, London Midland and Scottish, London Chatham and
Dover, London Southern & Western, London and North Western, Manchester Corp, Mersey, Mid
Hants, Midland, Midland & South Western, North British, Nene Valley North Yorkshire Moors
(extensive), North Eastern, Railway Preservation Society of Ireland, Ravenglass, Romney, Snowdon,
Southern, South Eastern, Taff Vale, Talyllyn (extensive), Vale of Rheidol, Welshpool, West Somerset,
Alderney, Bagley Wood, Bodmin, Calf of Man, Mid Suffolk (extensive), North Eastern, Northern
Ireland. An amazing mix of early and very scarce material with modern stamps, sets, sheets, proofs,
etc. Offered in intact. An amazing horde.
Trains - Greece to Guatemala. Trains - Greece to Guatemala in one binder incl. Greece, Greenland,
Grenada (extensive SSs), Grenadines (extensive SSs) and Guatemala (early material).
Trains - Guinea-Bissau. Trains - Guinee Bissau collection in one binder, many SSs, imperfs, deluxe
sets. 1974-2019, appears entirely MNH, some sets over $100. Price notations total $2300. Massive,
specialized collection difficult to duplicate.
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Trains - Guinea collection. Trains - Guinea collection in binder, 175 pages with sets, SS, deluxe
MS etc. spotted overprint from 2000 incl full sheets, George Stevenson four gold and silver SS
($210.60), 2006 set of five SSs ($394.80), 2008 Euro Cup 9 SSs ($159.84), 2007 SSs Royal family
high speed train ($72.36), 2009 set 4 imperf and set 6 deluxe SS ($142), 2009 6 imperf SS ($70),
2011 trains of Japan, Germany, China ($100), 2014 trains of Japan 4 imperf SS ($52), and much
more. High CV and paid over $3,000
Trains - Guyana to Luxembourg. Trains - Guyana to Luxembourg in four large binders with slip
cases, largely mint incl. Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indochina,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan (incl. old match box labels),
Jordan, Kenya, KUT, Kiribati, North Korea (extensive), South Korea, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Labuan,
Laos, Latvia, Lebanon, Leeward, Lesotho, Liberia, Lybia, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg. An
immense holding and very specialized. For the dealer or advanced collector.
Trains - Macao to Marshall Islands. Trains - Macao to Marshall Islands in binder incl. Macao,
Madagascar, Malawi, Malaya Federation, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta, Manama, Manchukuo,
Marienwerder and Marshall Islands.
Trains - Mauritania to Oman, three binders. Trains - Mauritania to Oman, three binders incl.
Mauritania, Mauritius, Memel, Mesopotamia, Mexico, Micronesia, Middle Congo, Moldova,
Monaco, Mongolia, Montserrat, Morocco, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Namibia, Nauru,
Netherlands incl Antilles and Indies, Nevis, New Brunswick (1c, 1c block, 1c specimen), New
Caledonia, Newfoundland, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Niue, Norfolk, North Borneo,
Northern Rhodesia, Norway, Nyasaland, and Oman. Three binders.
Trains - Pakistan to Rwanda, two binders. Trains - Pakistan to Rwanda, two binders incl. Pakistan,
Palau, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Pitcairn, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Ras Al Khaima,
Rhodesia, Rhodesia Nyasaland, Romania, Russia and Rwanda. Two binders
Trains - Sarawak to Syria 3 binders. Trains - Sarawak to Syria in three large binders incl. Sarawak,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Shanghai, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Solomon Islands, Somalia Coast, Saar, St. Helena, St. Kitts St. Lucia, St. Tomas (large), St. Vincent
incl Grenadines and Bequia, Union Island, El Salvador, Samoa, San Marino, Somaliland Protectorate,
South Africa, South Arabia, Southern Rhodesia, Southwest Africa, Spain, Spanish Sahara, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Surinam, Swaziland, Sweden (incl. match box covers), Switzerland and Syria. Huge collection
with proofs, imperfs, sets, SSs, panes, and so much more. Careful inspection will reward to specialist
or dealer.
Trains - Tannu Tuva to Tuvalu, 2 binders. Trains - Tannu Tuva to Tuvalu, two binders incl. Tannu
Tuva, Tanzania, Tartarstan, Tehran, Thailand, Togo (extensive), Tokelau, Tonga, Transvaal, Trinidad
& Tobago, Tunisia, East Timor, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Turks & Caicos Islands, and Tuvalu. Inspect.
Trains - Udmurtia to Zimbabwe, 2 binders. Trains - Udmurtia to Zimbabwe in two binders incl.
Udmurtia, Uganda, Umm Al Qiwain, United Nations, Ukraine, Upper Senegal, Uruguay, Uzbekistan,
Vanuatu, Vatican, Venezuela, Vietnam (north and south), Virgin Islands, Wallis, Western Australia,
West Irian, Yemen, Y.A.R. Yugoslavia, Zaire, Zambia, Zanzibar, and Zimbabwe.
Trains - USA. Trains - USA binder plus extras incl $2 Trans-Mississippi (toned but sound), other
early mint and used, covers, SSs, panes, etc. Inspect
Trains - Balance of collection. Trains - Balance including better such as US #R171-172 mint, Estonia
#79 mint, Guinea #973, Switzerland #244-246 used, Belgium #B442-6 mint, B447-50 and B45154, France B48-53 mint, Turkey #768, 769, 772 mint, Norway #56a, 57a, Monaco SS #2023 used,
extensive Danish railway frank collection,
Trains - Duplicate, priced stock. Trains - duplicates, priced to sell in one binder, spotted Bayer
Staatseisenh(11), 1998 Batum SS, Chad SS #898-9, 901-2, Djibouti #485-8 (3 sets), France 1999 SS
Philex, Japan SS #475a, Mongolia #2072-7, Nicaragua #575-9, #1L109-117, as just a few examples.
Trains - Ephemera Balance lot. Trains - Ephemera. 40 Canadian and US timetables, several hundred
postmark facing slips, baggage claim tags etc. The ephemera train lot.
Trains - Proofs and Die Proofs, engravings. Trains - Proofs and die proofs of train themed engravings
incl. British American Bank Note Co, Canadian Bank Note Co with both 19th Century and more
modern represented. Total 29, paid over $1,000
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Trains - Cards, match book covers, misc. Trains - group of matchbook, poster stamp and cigarette
cards with train theme, 100s.
210 B Trains - Reference library. Trains - Reference Library being four large cartons, incl. Railroads on
stamp newsletter, Railway Philately journal, The Despatcher (ATA Casey Jones), GB Railway frank
catalogue and other specialized items.
Worldwide Postcards - The “Hagan” collection
The first part of the “Hagan” collection of postcards is offered in this sale, from an old time collection formed years
before online sales were in existence and has been tucked away for decades. The postcard specialist will want to
examine these lots carefully as most cards are pre-1920s with very few if any “chrome” cards.
211  Airplane postcard collection, largely France. Airplane postcard collection, 56 cards, mostly unused
and from France, 1905-1916 era, views of planes and pilots, views over cities, fantasies over cities,
construction, crashes, close-up of engines, craning onto ship, experimentals etc. Spotted early
bombardier view, Duelling, Chevreau, Frey, Bleriot, Antinette IV, Viuex Charles, Lefebvre, Fonck,
Duval, Marcay Moonen, Farman, Voisin, Delgrange, Reymond, Regaud, Pegoud, etc. Inspect.
212  Airplane postcard collection, other countries. Airplane postcard collection, 70+ cards, largely US,
UK and Germany cards with early catapult RPPC, Pan Am Clipper, China Clipper, Italian seaplane,
Germany Nazi planes, 1910 Dover flight crossing channel, Dornier seaplane, US WWII bombers,
fantasy cards etc. Inspect.
213  Airplane, French postcard pioneer group. Airplane, French pioneer postcard group, 32 cards showing
airplanes and/or pilots, with numerous pre-1910 and used, incl. RPPC of Pegoud, Farmna, Latham
first crossing, “Rougier”, Barra, Leblanc, Delagrange, Paulhan, Audemars, Breguet, Menard, Anzani,
Hugues, etc. A lifetime collection of the earliest airplane cards. Careful inspection recommended.
214  Americas postcard group. Americas postcard group, 58 postcards incl. Bermuda, Cuba, Montserrat,
Jamaica, Haiti, Martinique, Mexico, Uruguay, Argentina, Panama, St. Pierre & Miquelon, etc.
215  Artist signed postcards. Artist signed postcard group, 41 cards by numerous artists incl. Rene Bull,
Mela Koehler, Gibson, Julien Felt, E. Mauzan, Alberto Souzz, “ACR”, Ethel Parkinson, I.T. Metzler,
A. M. Davis, “Poulbot”, Cap Jarry,
216  Asia group of 80 postcards. Asia group of 80 postcards, mostly all early era and mostly Japan, saw a
few Korea, no China. Variety of artisan scenes, people, street views, train stations, coaling a steamship
at port, patriotic style, mixture of used and unused cards. Inspect.

$100

217

$250

Balloon, Dirigible and Zeppelin postcard group. Balloon, dirigible and zeppelin postcard group incl
early, real photo, fantasy, close-up views, views over cities etc. particularly Aero-Club de Payerne,
1934 RPPC used from B. Ayres showing Zeppelin, airship Patrie, L3, Clement Bayard, Pax, De
Marcay, La Republic, Santos Dumont No. 16, Baldwinn Wise and Dallas, largely early period 19051915, few later incl. Nazi zeppelins, US observation, British naval etc. (40).
218  Bianchi hand painted postcard group. Bianchi postcard group, 17 total incl. 15 hand painted and
signed, noted as “essays”, two are printed but signed “Victor Bellaccit Bianchi”. Mostly floral or
landscape scenes, some used, 1901-1902. Very attractive group.
219 ENV Canada Military 180 regimental cards. Canada military 180 regimental postcards, all unused, with
duplication, shows the emblem of each unit and a history of the unit, often with gold or silver
printing. Printed by William Scully, 1939, 1940. Most unusual group.
220  Canada postcard and cover lot. Canada cover and card lot, 200+ items from Small Queen to early
QEII, spotted FFCs, military, Nascopie, Yukon, big group of flag cancels, some Ontario counties,
postcards etc.
221  Europe postcards. Europe postcards, 260+ cards with little UK or France, some Northern Africa and
Ceylon etc. but saw Spain, Italy, Netherlands, Germany etc. Mostly all early cards. Inspect.
222  Famous people postcards. Famous people postcards, 34 cards incl. Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson,
Forbes Robertson, Norma Shearer, Pola Negri, Helen Hayes, Alice Terry and more.
223  France postcard collection. France post card collection, all early cards with most pre-1920s, no
chromes and includes 33 war devastation scenes etc., harbour views, boardwalks, various town views.
Used examples included. Inspect (242 total)
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France postcard collection, town views. France post card collection, all early cards with most pre1920s, no chromes and includes 200+ town views and 13 train views. Used examples included.
Inspect (213+ items).
France postcard group. France postcard group, 200+ cards, mostly all early era, town views,
waterfront, ships, French life etc.
GB - 1905 Newcastle United AFC soccer/football. GB - 1905 Newcastle United A.F.C. football/soccer
postcard showing 1904-1095 team, card by J.M. Thompson, Newcastle, used card but stamp off. Rare.
GB - 1898 Queen Victoria artist signed Hans Weyl. GB - 1904 postcard of Queen Victoria, artist
signed “Hans Weyl”, used from Bruges Station, Belgium (Apr 24 01) to Ostende, undivided back.
Nice Queen Victoria etching my a painter and artist of note.
GB - 1920s Jack Carr, cricketeer, signed postcard. GB - 1920s Jack Carr, cricketeer, autographed
postcard, unused. Carr played for Durham.
GB 100 postcards, patriotic, town views etc. GB - 100 postcards, selected town views, patriotics,
inns, trains etc. All earlier period, mixture of unused and used. Inspect.
GB Arsenal AFC soccer/football postcard, 1936. GB Arsenal AFC soccer/football postcard, 1936 use
with 1d, 1/2d tied by London machine cancel to Geneva, Switzerland.
GB Newcastle United AFC soccer/football, two postcards. GB Newcastle United AFC soccer/
football, two cards, the first 1905-1906 League champions, the second promotion card from “OXO
for stamina” 1906-1907 with corner off and large chunk from bottle, creases. Two cards.
Germany postcard group. Germany postcard group, 42 cards, mostly early period and one or two
Nazi era, Grus aus, town views, Reichsbanknote town view, and more. Inspect.
Holiday postcards, religious (40). Holiday and religious postcards (40), mostly Christmas but also
Easter and Halloween, spotted a Papal card, two Judaica, Easter celluloid, etc.
Japan postcard group. Japan postcard group, 15 cards being patriotic or military series, three used.

$250

Judaica postcard group (25). Judaica postcard group, 25 cards, all unused incl. RPPC immigrant ship
mid-Atlantic Nov 1909, multiple New Year cards, “Address of Director of Gymnasium in honour of
Balfour” (printed at Tel-Aviv), etc.
Native/Ethnographic postcards (23) Native/Ethnographic postcard group, 23 cards incl. Australian
aboriginal, Haussa officers Lagos, Naga, Fakir, Bengalee, Mexican rural soldier with shotgun, Maroc,
Sinhalese, India, Belgium, France, Jamaica, Arab, Trinidad etc.
Nudity postcard group. Nudity postcard group, 18 cards from artistic to photographic, a few modern,
includes classic scenes, art, naked natives etc.
Royalty postcard collection - Edward VII era. Royalty postcard collection, 30 cards largely Edward VII
and Queen Alexandria, lots of real photos, and a few patriotic style especially pioneer style cards. Inspect.
Royalty postcard group (18). Royalty postcard group, George V and VI and family, two castles, Prince
of Wales in Japanese costume, sons on horseback, show jumping, with Churchill, at events etc.
Royalty postcards, George VI (40). Royalty postcards, 40 items, mostly George V, Queen Mary and
family, a few of his state coach, proclamation, on horse back, at the front, investiture, laying in state,
and portraits. Includes the official Silvery Jubilee portrait by Tuck & Sons (see photo).
Royalty postcards, George VI (40). Royalty postcards, 40 items, mostly George V, Queen Mary and
family, a few of his state coach, proclamation, on horse back, at the front, investiture, laying in state,
and portraits. Includes the official Silvery Jubilee portrait by Tuck & Sons (see photo).
Ship postcard collection. Ship postcard collection, 30 cards, largely 1900s to 1920s, no chromes,
spotted Kokusai line, White Star, Oostende-Dover, “hands across sea” types, Canada and USA, GB
and more. Inspect.
US Selected postcards (70). US selected postcards, 70 incl. events such as Hudson-Fulton, US fleet visit
to Australia, St. Louis World’s Fair, Lewis & Clark Centennial, Jamestown Exposition, Pan-Am Pacific
exposition, German-Irish Bremen Flyers 1928, RPPC Pendelton roundup (rodeo), Mississippi River
dam, Seminole Indian alligator wrestler, paddle wheeler Hustler, Torpedo ship Ericsson, Ketcheson,
Alaska street view, “Colour change” postcard, Lincoln, Presidents, multiple Washington,

$125
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USA postcard collection. USA post card collection, all early cards with most pre-1920s, no chromes
and includes 200+ town views, transportation (ships, trolleys, horses), ethnic, Easter and more.
Inspect (200+ items).
245  USA patriotic postcard group. USA post card collection, 48 patriotics incl. 4th of July, Washington,
Lincoln, Liberty, flag motifs, military, military action etc. All early era, no chromes.
246  Worldwide postcard group. Worldwide postcard group, 90 cards, largely early era, spotted group
of early Russian cards, indigenous and nudity, Mexican miners, Italy, Hungary, Belgium, unusual
destinations such as Cape Verde to Canada, and other odd origins. Inspect.
British Commonwealth - Lots 247-254
247  British Commonwealth cover and card group. British Commonwealth cover and card group, 200+
items, all areas of the world (Canada FFCs, military etc.), GB Victorian to modern, Tristan da
Cunha, Ascension, Bermuda, Bahamas, airmail, registered, military, group of interesting earlier
postcards (no chromes). Inspect.
248 */O GB collection, extensive lifetime collection 1840-1997. GB collection, extensive lifetime collection
1840-1997 #1/2247, high degree of completion, spotted used #1 (fault), 2, 5(2), 6, 7 (4, one cut to
shape), 15, 19, 20b, 28(2), 29(3), 46, 53, 53a, 69-71, 73, 85, 86, 96, 98-107, 108, 111-122, 124,
139, 139a, 140, 141 and much more (list is by no means exhaustive), mint and used to modern era.
Spotted mint #3, 99, 100, 101, 102, 111-122, 127/141, 187/200 many with “I28” margin tabs,
and mint to modern era. Condition issues (particularly 1847 embossed). Comprehensive listing and
catalogue value accompanies with owner’s most recent CV in 2009 at over $35,000.
249  GB 1936 Mobile Post Office, first day of use. GB 1936 #232 1 1/2d red brown (2) on 1d postcard,
with “Mobile Post Office 7 OC 36” registered to Redhill, used on the first day of public use. Small
clipping accompanies.
250  GB 1948 Silver Wedding issue. GB 1948 Silver Wedding issue, #267, 268 3d, GBP1 tied by Leicester
(SP 4 48) on cover to local address.
251  GB 1957 46th Parliamentary Conference. GB 1957 #323 4d tied by 46th Parliamentary Conference
cancel on cacheted cover to Canada.
252  Ireland airmail cover group (4). Ireland, group of four airmail covers incl. 1925 Late Fee Dublin (6
MR 25) tying #3, 27, 45 1d, 2 1/2d, 2 1/2d on cover to Tehran, Persia. Reverse with Baghdad and
Tehran; 1929 London to Jodhpur, India “First Official Airmail Despatch from Gt. Britain” with
multiple stamps; 1925 Dublin (NO 12 25) to Amsterdam; 1932 Dublin (OC 21 32) ties #86(2) 3d
on preprint cover to Berlin.
253  Tristan Da Cunha 1937 to Ireland. Tristan Da Cunha 1937 blue cancel on cover to Queenston,
Ireland via London FS Paquebot (30 MR 37) and rated 1 1/2d due. Reverse with three Ireland 1/2d
tied by Cobh (31 MR 37). A scarce cover.
254  Turks & Caicos Islands 1919 registered to USA. Turks & Caicos Islands 1919 Turks Islands cds (A
JU 18 19) ties #MR3 1d War Tax overprint block and single to Port Washington, NY USA bs via
New York bs, registered.
Foreign
255 */O China, Republic, PRC and provinces. China on stock pages incl. China #471 1941 Industry and
Agricultural imperforate souvenir sheet, PRC #936-7 mint (#118 2-1 to 2-2) and more mint “red”
China era, (Central, North, Chai Tung cigarette tax, Formosa, Sinkiang, Szechwan, Yunnan, North
East, and East and more.
256 */O Germany - States and back of book. German States and back of the book, in Lindner hingeless
album, Bayern, Danzig, Allenstein etc. CV $1,200+
257 O US 28 5c Jefferson. US #28 5¢ Jefferson, red brown, type I, light date cancel, small ownership mark
on reverse. CV $1,100
258 O US 29 5c Jefferson. US #29 5¢ Jefferson, brown, type I, light date cancel. CV $350
259 O US 30A 5c Jefferson. US #30A 5¢ Jefferson, brown, type II, light red grid cancel. CV $280
260 */** US 220a, 220c caps on 2. US #220a 2¢ carmine with cap on left 2, NH, #220¢ 2¢ carmine with cap
on both 2s, light HR. CV $1,075
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US 251 2c carmine, type II, triangle B, thin lines. US #251 2¢ carmine, type II, triangle B with thin
lines in triangle, NH. CV $1,200
599A 2c Carmine, Type II coil pair, NH. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, coil pair, NH, bit of red ink
offset. CV $400
599A 2c Carmine, Type II coil pair, NH. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, coil pair, NH. CV $400
599A 2c Carmine, Type II coil line pair, NH. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, coil LINE pair, NH. CV
$400
599A 2c Carmine, Type II, two pairs and a single. H. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II, two pairs and a
single, offset on reverse, H. CV $500
599A 2c Type 2 coils, group of 12. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II perf 10 vertical coils incl. a strip of
four, a strip of three and a strip of five, red ink offset on reverse, otherwise NH. CV $2,400.
599A 2c Type 2 coil, strip of 10 incl. line pair. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II perf 10 vertical coil strip
of ten including a line pair, red ink offset on reverse, otherwise NH. CV $2,000.
599A 2c Type 2 coil, strip of 51 stamps incl. line pair. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II perf 10 vertical
coil strip of 51 stamps (yes fifty one stamps), five stamps with a bit of red ink offset, six stamps
with a bit of paper adhesion at bottom margin, three line pairs, otherwise NH. Quite possibly the
largest remaining strip and a once in a lifetime opportunity. The lot also contains the correspondence
regarding the find and the sale of some examples in the 1970s between the leading US dealers at the
time. CV $10,500.
599A 2c Type 2 coil, strip of 23 stamps incl. line pair. #599A 2¢ carmine, type II perf 10 vertical
coil strip of 23 (yes twenty three stamps), red ink offset, one line pair, otherwise NH. CV $4,600.
1054a 1 1/2c Santa Fe Coil roll of 500, sealed. #1054a 1 1/2¢ Santa Fe Coil roll of 500, sealed
package, CV $125 as singles.
1054a 1 1/2c Santa Fe Coil roll of 500. #1054a 1 1/2¢ Santa Fe Coil roll of 500, package opened
but wrapping and label present. CV $125 as singles.
1059 4 1/2c Hermitage coil roll of 500. #1059 4 1/2¢ Hermitage coil roll of 500, printed paper band
with old elastic. CV $750 as singles.
US Revenue stamp paper, checks 1879-1898. US checks 1873-1898, revenue stamped paper (2c),
largely from First National Bank, New York, an enormous original horde with hundreds of checks.
stack measures 8” tall,
US RPO and Train shoebox. US lot with RPO or train theme incl. 100+ RPO covers (1894-1950s),
and few hundred train related postcards (mainly modern chromes).
US Balance lot. US balance lot with small group of mint blocks (1940s-1950s), 771 (2 imperf
blocks), 727 (two gutter blocks of four), 575 (block), some better singles #290 (SE, used), #WV12
20¢ Sanitary Fair (horizontal crack along bottom), #11 used pair, #26A (broken frame line), #68 10¢
(thin), #67 5¢ Washington, #320 imperf vertical pair, type I, misc. mint and used, and some perfins.
USA Ephemera lot. USA ephemera lot incl advertising invoices (1860s), unused advertising covers
(Pan Am Expo), various maps, share certificates etc.
US extensive collection 1851-1970s. US extensive US collection with much early material and
extensive Washington Franklins. Condition issues and identification problems exist but much useful.
Spotted mint #221-227, 235, 236, 241 (gum crease, dist. gum), 246-255, 300-309, 334-340, 345350, 351-355 357, 368-375, 378-381, 392-399, and much more. Used incl. #14/26, 28/38, 63/78,
92-98, 100, 112, 113, 115, 118, 119, 121, 134, 137-139, 145-163, 191, 205-219 and much, much
more.
Hockey ephemera, cards. Hockey ephemera cards etc. incl signed Johnny Bower souvenir (card but
not hockey card), souvenir 1967-1968 Hamilton Red Wings print of team with 20 signatures and
individual signed prints of players Southwick, McNiven, Geldart, Rutherford, Kehoe, Williams etc.
Canada/US advertising permit and printed matter. Canada/USA carton of hundreds of permit mail
1940s-1960s with all-over advertising, some with stamps sealing the promo piece (ex 1`c, 1 1/2¢
Prexies). Beautiful, all-over advertising, large sizes, seldom seen and rarely kept, even by collectors. A
treasure trove of colour, and subject matter.
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Worldwide stamp lot. Worldwide stamp lot in carton, tins, boxes and a few covers. Spotted some
cinderella labels/sheets from US businesses.
281
*
Worldwide cinderella stock book. Worldwide cinderella collection in stock book includes 20+
scalloped edge consulate or bank seals, US airmail etiquette sheet of 12 showing plane, Coronation
sheet, Greenpeace, 1935 Ostropa six sheets of six in different colours, various other stamp show
cinderellas (1960s-1970s).
282 ** Beatles cinderellas, five sheets of 20. Beatles cinderella stamps, four sheets of 20, each featuring one
of the Beatles, printed, gummed and perforated, copyright 1964 Hallmark Merchandisers, plus
an unattributed sheet of 20 showing the group together in one image. These are offered online at
$400Cdn per sheet but unsold ($2,000 retail). Sets of one cinderella each (4 total) sell for $10-15 US
online (retail total $300), plus value of fifth sheet not offered online. Should be worth
283  Worldwide cover lot. Worldwide cover and card lot, over 130 items, spotted Australia and US groups
but then an eclectic mix of countries and periods. Useful group.
284  Canada and US, 4 cartons of covers and cards. Canada and USA, four cartons of covers and cards,
largely modern but noted some earlier USA to 1890s. Very unusual group of USA restaurant menus
that have been mailed (1950s, 1960s), most unusual, colourful and fun.
Canada - Newspaper advertising covers
The Jim Goodale collection of newspaper advertising covers. Jim worked as a press man at the Hamilton
Spectator and formed an impressive array of newspaper advertising covers.
285  1875 2c Transient Newspaper rate. 1875 Owen Sound Times newspaper, rare complete copy of
the edition #1102, Friday July 9, 1875 with pair #35 1¢ Small Queen tied by fancy cork cancel,
address to Brantford, then second address as “Myrtleville, Brantford”. The rate was 2¢ as a transient
newspaper until October 1875 (mailed by a reader to another reader, and NOT direct from the
newspaper). Illustrated in Arfken, page 135. Rare to have an intact newspaper and not just a clipping
or banner portion. A complete copy. Exhibit quality.
286  BC Newspaper advertising. BC newspaper advertising covers (6) incl 1902 The Colonist, and 1897
The Province, plus four others (cheaper).
287  Nova Scotia newspaper advertising covers. Nova Scotia newspaper advertising covers and cards, 17
items incl. The Press, The Herald (6, spectacular items), Morning Chronicle, Outlook, Acadian
Recorder, The Empire and Yarmouth Light. Inspect.
288  Ontario - Hamilton newspaper advertising covers/ cards. Hamilton, Ontario newspaper advertising
covers/cards, 23 items, largely Hamilton Spectator including early uses such as 1864 1¢ printed
matter with 1¢ Rose, 1867 letterhead, 1867 The Spectator with 5¢ Beaver (two covers, one trimmed),
1865 The Spectator Paid 10¢ to Quebec, Times Printing Co, Jas Ennis & Co Job printers, Hamilton
Herald newspaper boy, etc.
289  Ontario - Toronto Newspaper advertising cover collection. Toronto newspaper advertising cover/
card collection incl. 107 items arranged alphabetically by newspaper name, spotted some excellent
advertising incl. The Globe, The Mail, Toronto Mail and Empire (numerous incl registered), Toronto
Daily Mail (3¢ Jubilee), W.F. Carrier & Co (agency), Toronto Daily Star and more. Inspect.
290  Ontario balance newspaper advertising covers/cards. Ontario newspaper advertising covers/cards,
155 items (excluding Hamilton and Toronto, offered separately), stampless to WWII with very little
beyond that. The highlights of the early or ornate incl. Brantford Expositor, Galt Reporter, London
Daily and Weekly News, London Daily Free Press Steam, Napanee Standard, North Bay Times,
Ottawa Citizen, Stratford Herald, Welland Tribune and Welland Telegraph, plus other smaller
newspapers. A lifetime collection, worthy of very careful inspection.
291  Quebec newspaper advertising covers/cards. Quebec newspaper advertising covers/cards, 60 items
incl. 1869 Witness Printing House with 1¢ LQ (crease, corner fault), La Patrie (7), 1898 The Sunday
Sun, McKim agency (4), and much more. Inspect.
292  Yukon newspaper advertising. Yukon, trio of newspaper advertising incl. spectacular 1907 The
Dawson Daily News plus two complete copies of Whitehorse Star newspaper with Yukon Airways
stamps.
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Newspaper advertising covers (AB, MB, NB, NF, PEI, SK). Newspaper advertising covers, balance
of the country incl. Alberta (10), Manitoba (7), New Brunswick (8), Newfoundland (2), PEI (2),
Saskatchewan (5) and 14 postcards of paper mills. Highlight is certainly the 1897 St. Andrews, NB
Beacon with 3¢ Jubilee tied by 2 ring “50”.
Canada - Postcards, Precancels, Postage and Collections
294  Canada box of postcards (150+). Canada box of postcards, 150+, virtually all pre-1920 with town
views, patriotic, strength in Ontario but Maritimes and a few western, used and unused. Worthwhile
collection. Inspect.
295  Canada postcard box (190). Canada box of postcards, 190, largely all pre-1920 incl. town views,
ships, nature, canoe, hunting, hospital, parades, university views, mostly Ontario but other provinces
too. Inspect.
296  Indigenous postcards (3). Indigenous postcards, three first nation cards incl. Chief Kah-wa-quo-noby Dr. Peter E Jones (circa 1905), “Eskimo & Swaw listening at C-5A0 Pond’s Inlet, Baffinland”,
unused 1927 pencil notation, “Little Mary Kewadin, Mich” RPPC of old lady, unused, pencil
notation “about a hundred years old” (in reference to the lady).
297  Lacrosse team Brantford Ontario postcard. Lacrosse team, Brantford, Ontario RPPC by Stuart
Thompson, team identified at bottom, unused.
298 O Precancels - Small Queens. Precancels, Small Queens incl. #S-41, S-45, T-39, 42(2), 43(2), U-36-V,
Toronto 2-47, Montreal 1-47. Total 20 stamps. CV $975.
299 O Precancels - Jubilee to Numeral issues. Precancels, Jubilee to Numeral issues incl. T-51-V(2), T-53,
T-54 (faulty), T-68, 69, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77-V, 78-V, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83(2), 87, 88. (22 stamps). CV
$705
300 O Precancels - Edward to Admiral. Precancels, Edward to Admiral issues incl. T-92, Brown’s Nurserys
1-89, 1-89-I, Calgary 1-89, 1-89-I, 1-90, Hamilton 1-91, Kitchener 1-116-I, 1-119, London 1-901, Montreal 2-95-I, 4-95-I, Oshawa 1-119, Paris 1-104, 1-105, 1-108, 1-109, Regina 1-91-I, 2-110I, 1-111, Toronto 3-94, 7-111-ID (CV $150), etc. Total 64 stamps. CV $550+
301 O Precancels - Montreal 8-163-D 1c Arch double “0700”. Precancels - Montreal 8-163-D 1¢ Arch,
Die I, “0700” precancel doubled, block of four, VF. Dramatic error. CV $300.
302 O Precancels - Arch to Late George VI. Precancels, Arch to late George VI incl. Toronto 13-170, Moose
Jaw 1-166, 1-195, Ottawa 3-164, Winnipeg 6-197c two blocks of four, Montreal 8-195-1 block of
four, Edmonton 4-217 shifted precancel block of four. Total 75 stamps. CV $250+.
303 ** Canada postage lot, sheets, booklets etc. Canada face value postage lot, 1960s-1980s incl. quite a few
sheets and part sheets, booklets etc. Well worth...
304 */O Canada 11 volume collection. Canada 11 volume collection 1955-2020 in black page binders with
slip cases, extensive specialization, largely all mint but with some used, coils, blocks, booklet panes,
SSs, extensive booklets and high degree of completion. Substantial face value and warrants close
inspection. Not your normal face or basic collection. A lot of useful material.
305 */O Canada Balance. Canada balance lot in small box, spotted #24iv, 21iii, mint #182iii pair, mint #207i
pair, 337aii492ii, 522i, 768i, 1395ii, BK16a (creased cover), Newfoundland #87iii, ix NH pair,
#184iii mint, #224ii mint, #C17 mint, revenues #FB24, FX116 and more. Inspect.
306 */O Canada balance. Canada balance on a few stock pages, Large Queens to modern, a selection of Small
Queens incl. a few mint low values. Inspect.
307
P Newfoundland. Newfoundland 5¢ “Express Crossing Newfoundland”, die proof on watermarked
paper, die sunk edge of paper but not mounted on card, embossed “I 08” at upper left
British Commonwealth - Lots 309-325
308 */O British Commonwealth Common Designs collection. British Commonwealth common designs
1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 Coronation, 1947 Royal Visit, 1948 Jubilee, 1949 UPU, QEII Coronation
etc. incl. scattered representation mint and used with some better incl. 1935 Falkland mint set, 1948
Wedding mint Antigua plate blocks (NH), Leeward Islands plate blocks of 10, mint, Dominica plate
blocks of 8, mint, etc., 1949 mint and used incl. mint Leeward Islands plate strips of four, and more.
Inspect.
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1948 Silver Wedding collection. 1948 Silver Wedding collection in Lighthouse hingeless stock book
with slipcase, 700+ stamps, mostly large multiples and singles, a few used examples and covers. All
lower values of sets.
British Commonwealth lot. British Commonwealth lot incl. Cyprus (GB o/ps, 1935 Silver Jubilee
mint, 1948 Wedding mint, etc.), stock book of specialized Machins, Turks and Caicos (early used
and early mint), British Caribbean Lindner hingeless album with slip cases, countries A-G, scattered
representation,
Commonwealth Group. Commonwealth group on approval cards incl. Hong Kong #39 specimen,
Straits Settlements 3¢ on 32¢ specimen, Dominica #54 5/- specimen, mint MEF #1-4, 6-9, 14(2),
15(2) MEF 1d-2s/6d, used on piece, Hong Kong #182-3, Bahrain #81-90, 96-98, Kuwait #72-81A
(two low values used, rest mint), Australia 1949-1959 set and Arms 3 high values, B.A. Somalia EAF
#10-20, Kuwait 54-55, 60/69, 100-111, 1949 UPU (12 sets), St. Lucia 157-169, Bechuanaland
used #17, Oil Rivers mint #1-4, etc. CV $600+.
Australia Box lot. Australia, carton with 10+ stock books and albums, auction lots, spotted some
Australian States, a better Kangaroo (10/-) and lots of quantity. Inspect.
Australia lot. Australia carton, hundreds of covers 1900s-modern, and thousands of stamps, loose,
in envelopes and on cards.
Cape of Good Hope Triangles group. Cape of Good Hope group incl. #2 4d block of four, #12 1d
pair, #13(2) 4d, #14 (2), small faults as normal.CV $2,600
Fiji, covers and cards (110+). Fiji cover and cards group, 110+, mostly 1937 and onwards, FDCs and
a few postcards in small box.
Fiji Collection. Fiji collection on pages, large run of mint modern, spotted 1935 Jubilee corner
blocks of four, early material such as mint #15, #36 printer’s trial, #38 shifted overprint, used #30,
36, 38, 39, O43 etc. Also copy of Christie’s auction of Peter Robertson . A second better collection
included with SG #11, 13, 31, 32, 39, 30b, 34, 5736, 72, 70, 41, 42,73, 74, 67, 68, mint Edward
VII set 1/2d to one pound, 1904-1927 set to one pound, George V mint set 1/4d to one pound, This
second set with old CV from 1998 of $2,900, plus first collection, well over CV $4,000.
GB Edward VII 1d trial stamp proof pane of 25. GB Edward VII 1d trial stamp proof pane of 25 in
blue on zig-zag watermarked, gummed paper. Reportedly produced by Bruckman of Munich, the
German printing house as a sample to tender for postage stamp contracts using their new Heidelberg
machines. Printed in 1931, the stamps were oversized and used the previous king instead of George
V to protect against their use as postage. One of 24 reported sheets (total 600 trial stamps). Retail
£3,120.
Hong Kong old horde. Hong Kong - Old horde of 76 stamps Edward VV - George V on piece with
many perfins (HSBC) incl. $1, $2(2) and $3 values, a few Chinese cancels (Foochow). Inspect
Ireland box lot. Ireland box lot incl several collections cobbled together, tins of loose off paper, and
several large envelopes crammed full of hundreds of the 1966 St. Partrick and Paschal Fire issue
on large pieces from parcels with large blocks of 2s/6d, 5/- and 10/-, dark paper toned the stamps
however but some salvageable.
KUT 103-117 set. #103-117 5¢ to £1, some lower values H, top values NH. CV $127.25
Mauritius 9 (4d) green. Mauritius #9 (4d) green on green paper, unused, irregular margins. CV $550
Montserrat extensive collection, 1876-1980s. Montserrat extensive collection, 1876-1980s in
Lindner hingeless album, virtually complete mint lacking only #9, 101 and a few sets where used
were obtained instead of mint. Mint highlights incl. #1-8, 10-11, 12-21, 31A-41, 42, 43-53, 54-74,
44a, various 1922-29 shade varieties (not counted), 75-100, 102-103, 92a-102a, 104-111, 114-126
and then seemingly complete to 1980s with other material tucked in the back of the album incl.
booklet, war tax, more modern, a bit of duplication, etc. Little used incl. #4 with A08 cancel, 12,
22-31, 32-33, 108-111. Mint stamps are largely H, HR but some NH throughout. CV US$3,000+
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Papua New Guinea selection. Papua New Guinea selection on stock pages, #1/455 incl. highlights
used #39, 40, 48, 57 and various mint and used moderns sets. Owner’s CV $314.86
324 */** Somaliland Protectorate 36-39 high value set. Somaliland Protectorate #36-39 1r - 5r top values, 1r,
2r, 3r H, 5r NH. CV $300.
325 */O Trinidad and Trinidad and Tobago collection. Trinidad and Trinidad and Tobago collection on album
pages, bit of earlier material, War Tax etc. and scattered stamps to 1970. Spotted used #27a, 43, 48,
49, 52, 65, 83, 85, 86, MR1a “War Tax” inverted, #MR2a “War Tax” double overprint, mint #73 etc.
Canada Postal History
326  Admiral rates group. Admiral rates group, mounted on pages incl. 27 items domestic letter, multiple,
printed matter, postcard, military postcard, US rates, advertising etc.
327  Toronto Duplex collection. Toronto registered covers, 1879-1886 incl. 1879 oval Treasury Dept
Ontario on piece with F1, 1884 “Registered Toronto Ont” cds, 1885 “Registered Toronto, Ont” cds,
1886 “Registered Toronto Canada” oval bs (part back flap off), two blue “Registered Toronto PO”
double ring ovals on PO registration receipts. On Fred Stulberg pages.
328  Canada Ontario counties dealer stock. Ontario counties dealer stock in three black dealer boxes,
mostly 1930s to 1970s, arranged alphabetically, and fourth box mostly Ontario but with other
towns. An instant dealer stock ready to go, just drop the boxes on your table and bam, you are a
postal history dealer.
329  3c Small Queen cover group (87). 3¢ Small Queen cover group, 87 covers incl. 10 fronts, variety
of towns, cancels, corks, RPOs, spotted 1871, 1872, etc., four covers with fancy “N” from Welland
(Lacelle #620), etc. Mixed condition but better than most 3¢ cover lots.
330  Toronto cover balance. Toronto cover balance, 46 covers, cards and a few fronts, best being 1884
Toronto East Branch Office duplex, 1886 Toronto West Branch Office duplex, 1888 11¢ registered to
US with 5¢ Small Queen paying registration against regulations, 1877 pair of 5¢ covers to England,
group of stampless covers Toronto CW, and other loose cards with a bit of Admiral to QEII. Most
on Stulberg pages.
331  Toronto related covers. Toronto related covers incl. few advertising, duplex, Toronto area, US town
named Toronto, Toronto precancels (all off cover), and more.
332  Canada interrupted mail. Canada interrupted mail and oddball mail incl. Christmas seals used as
postage, postage due, redirected, damaged in mail etc. plus small group of FFCs.
333  Canada postcard lot. Canada postcard lot, two “red boxes” of postcards, a bit of earlier material but
most chromes organized by province. Spotted a 1918 WWI silk with large patriotic “1918”.
334  Official covers. Official covers in a box, 100+ incl OHMS, G, free, 1930s to modern generally.
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Toronto 13 covers. Toronto, 13 covers incl. two stampless with red “Toronto, CW Paid”, 1862 split
ring “Toronto CW” free mourning cover, 1865 PO box rental receipt (heavy tape stain), two large
Toronto fancy cork covers (1873, 1874) and nine Toronto “1” duplex covers (some advertising but
some rough opening on some).
Toronto cover group. Toronto cover group incl. early SQ usages (5 MR 1870 3¢ SQ uses on partial
fronts), DLO, House of Assembly, Toronto Street cancels, mail to Toronto, orbs, duplex fancy
cancels. Inspect
Canada cover carton. Canada cover carton, mostly modern though some earlier, incl. stamp dealer
covers, plus some postcards, largely chromes.
Canada dealer cover stock by subject. Canada dealer cover stock sorted by subject, 100s of covers
incl. RPO, military, postage due, BC, Manitoba, Ontario (by counties), NS, Trains, and War Tax.
Inspect.
Favour letter group (6). Six stampless favour letters incl. 1803 Quebec, 1839 NY to Fredericton,
1840s undated sending carriage to pick up guests, 1850s to Vittoria, 1856 re: visitors, 1882 to
Brampton. Nice nucleus for sideline collection.
3c Small Queen cover group. 1870-1897 3¢ Small Queen cover group, 14 covers especially early
1870 examples (MR 19, MR 30, AP 18, MY 12, JU 9, OC 15, NO 12), 1871(1 uses), 1872 uses
(JA 2, SP 13), and others. Condition varies.
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Small Queen 41a, 41i Carmine, Deep Rose Carmine cover group (75). 41a, 41i 3¢ Small Queen,
carmine, deep rose carmine and shades, Fall 1888 to Spring 1889, printed at Montreal Gazette, 75
covers in Lindner hingeless album, a huge quantity showing the wide range of shades. Condition
varies but a lifetime collection. Inspect.
Canada large carton of covers. Canada large carton of covers, all periods, spotted a good quantity of
Small Queen orb cancel covers, groups in sleeves, box, rubber band groups etc. Well worth
Canada cover box. Canada cover box, spotted100+ Small Queen to Numeral issue covers, some
advertising but condition mixed, then balance to modern, early QEII era. Take a look
Canada two cartons of covers. Canada two cartons of covers, mostly modern, spotted huge business
correspondence Brighton Telephone Company (meters, invoices etc. enclosed, interesting history),
group of 1960s-1970s FDCs some with Senate meter and original stamp brochure enclosure, other
FDCs, other covers mostly modern era, etc.
Canada, four banker boxes, mostly modern. Canada cover lot, four banker boxes, sorted by modern
cancel types machine, Klussendorf, POCON, cds, with stamp dealer mail, and other older stuff
mixed in one box. 1000s of covers.
Prison mail group 1990s (9). Prison mail group, nine cover incl. two mailed in with postage meters
(1996, 1997) and seven internal, six with blue boxed “Received Metro Toronto West Detention
Centre”, each with cell block routing, a few illustrated.
Canada coil cover group, 50+. Canada coil cover group, 50+ items incl. covers, card, a few fronts,
mostly Admiral era. Inspect.
Canada dealer stock book. Canada dealer stock book with approval pages (8 pouches per side) incl.
mint #78, 86(2), 261-2, 99, 100, 226(2), 104a, 104iv, 106a, 180iii (Cockeyed king in line pair, plus
three strips of three), 228 pair, C3, C4(2), CO1, F1, F2, O1-4, O9(2), O24,(2), O27, EO1(2), EO2,
some used #14, 15, crown wax seals on 3¢ and 7¢ Admiral, modern coil blocks with score line,.
Canada provinces binder. Canada provinces binder incl. NB, NS, Newfoundland and PEI incl early
Pence Newf. (cheaper values, condition issues), mint and used later and NB #6(4), NS etc. An old
dealer stock book.
Canada early cancel group. Album with concentric target cancels #15/85 (50+) and then large
quantity of dated Numeral stamps, with big selection of cork cancels. Hundreds of stamps. Inspect.
Canada Carton. Canada carton, numerous binders incl. Newfoundland, a bit of mint Canada, used,
ghost post office cover group, some better earlier used Canada.
Canada small select box. Canada small box of mint and used Canada, SQ, used Bluenoses, mint Geo
V and Geo V (spotted two mint Peace sets), parcel cancels on SQ, blocks, strips, tobacco revenues.
A worthwhile group.
Coil collection, 100s. Coil collection Admiral to 1970s incl. mint #126 pr, 162a pr, 126a pr, 126
precancel pr, 127 pr, 128 pr, 128ii pr, 128iii in strip of five, 129 pr, 130 pr, 160 precancel pair,
160 single, then range of George V and VI, and interesting 14c, 17¢ modern Parliament with coil
wrappers, #296 strips of four(15+), Arch 1¢ yellow, 1¢ green precancel pairs and then 10 stock pages
of duplicated used coils from Admirals to modern 1970s.
Canada 1962-1991 on Lindner pages. Canada 1962-1991 on Lindner pages, largely complete used
with a bit of mint.
Canada assorted remains. Canada assorted remains incl. old album pages Cents to Arch incl. some
better values, selection of military cancels on black stock pages, Railway letter bill sheets, and a few
covers. Inspect.
Canada bulk bundles and loose Quebec Tercentenary to modern. Canada bulk bundles and loose
from Quebec Tercentenary to modern, spotted aged glassines with Quebec issue etc., Admirals and
more, old time box of bundles from Admiral to George VI (10,000 in that box), plus others sorted
in envelopes. For the postmark hunter.
Canada used in banker box. Canada banker box filled with smaller boxes of used on and off paper,
from Edwards to modern, many sorted by catalogue number in individual envelopes, a box of
Medallion issue etc. 10,000s of stamps. Very little modern.
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Canada used in banker box. Canada banker box filled with used sorted in glassines and in bundles
from Leaf issue to approx. #1000, with some back of the book (officials, dues, etc.). Easily 30,000
stamps. All sorted and ready for use, or postmark hunting.
359 */O Canada Banker Box, stock books and binder. Canada banker box, six stock books and one large
binder, mint and used, spotted mint 1950s plate blocks, used Edwards to modern. Inspect.
360 O Canada Banker Box of boxes, big sort. Canada banker box of used in boxes, tins and envelopes. A
big opportunity to sort, from Small Queens to modern. Inspect.
361 O Canada Suitcase with travel lot. Canada, small suitcase with boxes of 1000s of Canada sorted in
glassines with substantial quantity of early stamps, especially the Numeral issue. The old fashioned
suitcase is a fashion bonus,
362 */O Canada carton. Canada large carton with seven collections or stock books, substantial number of
stamps, spotted used blocks, mint booklets etc. Inspect.
363 O Canada Town cancels and covers. Canada banker box with town cancels mounted on small pages,
alphabetically including covers and piece (hundreds if not 1,000+), plus 102 red box of town cancels
sorted and priced in 102 cards, Small Queen to Centennials. A ready stock.
364 */O Canada 6 volume collection. Canada six volumes, four hingeless, one old spring back and one old
binder being the entire collection of one gentleman, largely later material and nothing particularly
rare. Albums with slipcases are useful too.
Foreign Countries - Lots 365-377
365 */O Austria lot. Austria lot in box, incl #C47-53 Landscape and Landmark airmail (38 sets, mint hinged
in old approval book), #B208-217 (25 mint hinged sets), #B189-198 (25 mint hinged sets), old
pages, approval cards and loose material, from a very old collection.
366 */O Worldwide lot. Worldwide dealer lot, sorted by country in envelopes, with 102 cards in each country
as well as loose on and off paper. Spotted China, incl some early material. Careful inspection by the
show dealer will reward. Although this is a bulk lot, there are some better items in 102 cards
367 */O Denmark 2 volume Davo 1854-1969. Denmark collection in two Davo albums with slip cases,
1854-1969, scattered representation, with extra pages of stamps from older albums to be integrated
(but never accomplished).
368 */O Finland 2 volume collection, 1866-1990. Finland collection in two Davo albums with slip cases,
1866-1990, scattered representation, with extra pages of stamps from older albums to be integrated
into the collection.
369 */O France and Colonies Accumulation. France and colonies accumulation in mid-size box incl. stock
book, album pages, selection cards and tin. Also spotted several large envelopes with online sales with
attached invoices of $500 US. Surely worth
370 */O Iceland group. Iceland group on album pages and stock cards, heading towards a mounted collection
with duplicates, spotted #86-91 used, and owner STC $1,000 back of book, a few souvenir sheets
etc. Inspect
371 O Lithuania 1990-2002 collection and covers. Lithuania 1990-2002 collection in binder, used stamps
and covers, plus commemorative cacheted covers from around the world. Spotted Toronto Lithuanian
philatelic society covers etc.
372 ** Macau 372-381, 8 sets NH. Macau #372-381 1943 flowers issue, eight sets in singles, blocks and
strips, VF, NH. CV $487.20
373 */O Norway stock book. Norway stock book, 1869-1970s with duplication throughout, mint and used.
Also includes 12 black stock pages with duplicated range #331-490. Inspect.
374 */O Sweden collection. Sweden collection on Lighthouse hingeless album pages (often blank or few
stamps) 1951-1996, plus earlier old album pages and some on manila stock pages. Mint scattered
throughout.
375 */O Switzerland collection, back of book and UN Geneva. Switzerland collection of back of book and
UN Geneva in Lindner album.
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USA Carton. USA carton, filled with collections, albums, mounted on pages, envelopes, year set
pages and supplements. Spotted Blood’s Penny post cover, Mint set of Prexie stamps, other mint.
Condition varies with lots of cheap bulk but some treasures lurking.
377 O US Banker box. USA Banker box incl smaller box of covers, cards and off paper sorted in envelopes,
a box of cut squares and best is a stock book of used 1860s- with duplication and some better items
spotted. Value of the lot is in the stock book.
Literature and Supplies - Lots 378-379
378 B Literature lot. Small box of literature, the best being two 1941 copies of Edward S Knapp auction
catalogue (May 5-10, Nov 3-8), Campbell’s book of Canadian postmarks, Steinhart Canada’s Admiral
rate study, several books on Toronto’s history and some WW travel books (non-phil).
379  Scouts Canada cover group, 1964-1987 (83). Scouts Canada commercial mail group, 1960s -1980s,
most latter era and #10 commercial covers, duplicated return cc but still a diverse variety. Do a good
turn, buy the lot and share with your scout friends.
Worldwide Stamps and covers - Lots 380-418
380 */** Worldwide mint file folder. Worldwide mint file folder with sheet and part sheets incl. Angola,
Bahawalpur Jubilee sheets 3pi, 9pi, 1a (2 sheets each), French Guyana, KUT, Nicaragua triangles,
other worldwide. Odd.
381 */O Antique worldwide album collection (4). Antique worldwide collection incl. 1872 “Postage Stamp
Album” (Lallier, Paris, France), 1910ca “The Strand Stamp Album”, (Stanley Gibbons, London,
England), 1872 “Oppen’s Postage Stamp Album” (Dr. Viner, London, England), 1872ca “The
Improved Postage Stamp Album”, 15th edition (Stanley Gibbons, London, England). Stamps
throughout with some glued down or faulty. Condition varies but early and desirable. Inspection
highly recommended.
382 O GB large carton. GB in large banana carton incl mint, used, covers, tins of stamps, reference books,
etc. A digger’s sort.
383 O USA Carton. USA banker box with a mounted collection, used, used on paper, covers and meters,
saw a few revenues. Inspect.
384 */O Worldwide carton, Brown Scott albums. Worldwide carton incl two brown Scott international
albums, other albums, album pages, stock book of thematics etc.
385 */O British Commonwealth carton. 7 albums/stock books plus a few boxes of loose stamps. Spotted 1949
UPU album (partially full), Nigeria government presentation booklet, Stock books jammed with
stamps, noting especially Bahamas, British Guiana, Jamaica etc. Inspect.
386 */O India and Ceylon carton. India and Ceylon in carton, thousands of stamps, some sorted in envelopes,
some on approval cards and stock pages. Spotted a group of early Victorian. Inspect.
387 */O India and Ceylon carton. India and Ceylon in carton, thousands of stamps, some sorted in envelopes,
some on approval cards and stock pages. Spotted a group of early Victorian. Inspect.
388 */O Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton with three stock books of Austria, Greece and Columbia and
a tin of worldwide misc.
389 */O Worldwide collections in carton. Four worldwide collections in a large carton. Four different
International albums with various levels of filling, bindings are worn and best used to continue to
strip out stamps for collection or sale. Inspect.
390 */O Worldwide cartons (2). Two worldwide carton with shoebox of mint GB and Isles (saw stacks of
1980 London SS, etc.), Australia in binder, and two worldwide stock binder, boxes of loose stamps,
a carton of US used including some older in envelopes, a box of GB covers and cards. Inspect.
391 */O Bermuda group 49/128. Bermuda group #49/128 incl mint #50, 124a (ng)126b, 128 (£1) and used
revenue cancels on #49, 95, 96, 97 and cancelled #123a, 123b. Old CV $175.
392  Worldwide postcards. Small carton of worldwide postcards, largely modern chromes, but oddly a
China “junk” ship cover found in the box. Maybe some hidden bits.
393 */O Canada cartons (2). Canada two cartons incl. modern covers, on and off paper. A digger’s lot. Cheap fun.
394 */O Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton, one large worldwide album, plus stack of worldwide covers,
mostly Hungary but saw a few earlier USA.
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Finland, Norway Sweden carton. Finland, Norway, and Sweden in a carton, small stock books, cigar
boxes, glassines, envelopes jammed with variety of semi-sorted material. Digger’s paradise.
Ten volume Scott International Speciality Collection. Ten volume Scott International Specialty
collection (the blue binders), nine worldwide and one dedicated to India and states etc. Scattered
representation throughout with some areas of concentration, and extra pages tucked in. An
opportunity to expand or spend a very long time stripping it out and adding to your own albums.
Inspection will reward.
British Commonwealth dealer stock. British Commonwealth dealer stock Aden to Mauritius in 10
standard 8” show binders with clear selection pages that hold three 102 cards each. Stock is largely
earlier material and mostly cheaper but there are some surprisingly nice stamps here. Inspection
highly recommended for the dealer looking for a large stock infusion.
Toronto Street collection, 86 items. Toronto Street collection, 86 covers and cards plus a few MO
receipts, largely Small Queen to Edward period, spotted advertising, registered and a variety of cancel
types. No Lee Avenue. About half is mounted and the rest sorted and grouped with the mounted
page. Largest group of street cancels I’ve handled at once. Postmarks include Bleeker Street, Brockton,
Carleton, Carlton, Clinton, Deer Park, Elm, East Toronto, Peter Street, Strachan, Queen, Riverside,
Rusholme, St. Joseph, Spadina, York. A chance of a lifetime.
Worldwide banker box. Worldwide banker box with small boxes by country, album pages and
binders, strength in Asian countries incl. North Korea, Japan, Siam, Macau, Mongolia, then Yemen,
Spain, Belgium etc. A hefty pile of stamps for the sorter.
Worldwide International Junior Postage Stamp Album. Worldwide International Junior Postage
Stamp Album (Scott Stamp Co.), good degree on fill compared to typical, US has removed but
much remains. A lot of early material incl Finland serpentine perfs, Netherlands, with some extra
pages tipped in. Tends towards foreign rather than British Commonwealth.
Worldwide albums. Large carton of seven Scott worldwide albums, one man’s collection of the
history of stamp albums incl. 1892 (brown), 1893 (blue) Scott International Postage Stamp Album,
1908 Scott International Postage Stamp Album 20th Century 1901-1908 (brown), 1920 Scott
International Postage Stamp Album 20th Century 1901-1920 (brown), 1919 Scott International
Postage Stamp Album 19th Century (brown in excellent condition), 1939 AND 1943 Scott
International Junior postage stamp album (blue cover),. Largely empty but with some useful stamps
hidden away.
1935 Silver Jubilee. 1935 Silver Jubilee on stock pages incl. mint sets Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados,
Bechuanaland, Falkland, Gibraltar, Grenada, St. Vincent, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Solomon,
Somaliland, Straits, Turks, Southern Rhodesia, Southwest Africa. CV of mint, mostly H is $344
plus uncounted broken sets of used 30+ individual stamps. CV over $400.
1937 Coronation, 1946 Peace issues. Common design on stock pages incl. 1937 Coronation 46 sets,
plus non-conforming designs Canada, Newfoundland, Nauru, South Africa pairs, Southwest Africa
pairs etc., 1946 Peace issue 30+ countries mint, plus non-conforming designs and used, plus Lady
Di, Charles stamps
1949 UPU Common Design. 1949 UPU Common Design, 200+ stamps incl mint and used sets,
plate strips, not complete and lacks Hong Kong and New Hebrides, French. Also includes Churchill
Common design.
Worldwide carton, crammed full. Worldwide carton crammed full with two large WW albums, and
large clumps of envelopes of stamps sorted by country etc. The box is so full that the first person to
look will have trouble repacking, it is that full. Inspect.
British Commonwealth A-K Supreme Global album. British Commonwealth A-K countries in
Supreme Global album, scattered representation, spotted Australia 1900-1979, AAT, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Brunei 1907-1960, Burma 1937-1968, Cayman, Ireland, Kenya etc. Inspect.
GB carton. GB carton, six stock books/albums plus loose material. Spotted Royal Mail hingeless
album, stock book with quantity of earlier mint, 1d red covers, much more. Inspect.
Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton with three “red boxes” in 102 cards, box of 1000s if not
10,000s of South America in envelopes, misc. other boxes.
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Worldwide carton. Worldwide carton with stock books and albums and envelopes stuffed. Spotted
Czech, Russia, Turkey, Indonesia and more.
410 */O British Commonwealth selection. British Commonwealth selection on retail stock pages incl. mint
BIOT 54-6, Christmas Island 1-8, 11-20, Fiji #89 with counter, Gibraltar #38, 20+ Heligoland not
counted, South Georgia #16, Pitcairn #20-30, St. Lucia #7, 8, 11, used Fiji #40-45, 139-140, 162,
Gibraltar #35, 37 KUT revenue cancels on #53, 54, 28, 28, 29A (not incl. in CV), Rhodesia &
Nyasaland #154-155, 170-171, St. Lucia #40, and other sets. 10 pages (both sides). Owner’s CV $913
411 */O Latin America horde. Latin America horde in wine box with each country in file folder with manila
stock pages or old fashioned album pages. Duplication throughout and worthwhile group to infuse
your own collection with duplicates to trade. Includes Central AND South American countries.
412 */O Worldwide big box. Worldwide big box of albums, stock books pages etc., spotted Nepal, Tibet,
Bhutan, Monaco, UN, Hungary, Latvia, Liechtenstein, etc. A sorter’s lot for sure.
413 */O Worldwide collection in four huge albums. Worldwide horde in four huge albums, three Scott
International albums labelled Monaco, Muscat-Oman,; Monaco to Netherlands; worldwide 18401940 A-Z; and Supreme Global album Malaya to Virgin Islands.
414 */O Worldwide carton. Worldwide, large carton with 7 albums and stock books incl. Norway, Portugal,
Vatican, Greenland, Netherlands etc.
415 */O Worldwide carton of collections in 7 old printed albums. Worldwide carton of seven collections in
old printed albums (Scott International, Scott Junior, etc.). Collectible in their own right, condition
issues, but stamps throughout as well.
416  GB cover lot 200+ mostly to US, Canada, variety. GB cover lot, 200+ covers, 1920s to 1980s, mostly
to Canada, USA, lots of airmail rates, mixed frankings, some large size, odd rates. Inspect.
417  Worldwide cover lot, Europe, Poland, Japan etc. Worldwide cover and postcard lot, 200+ items
incl. Switzerland (1910s - ), Poland, Japan (1910s - ), and other countries. No particular theme
discernable but a jumble, useful for a dealer.
418  GB cover and postcard lot. GB cover and postcard lot, a shoebox equivalent of postcard with some
1905-1915 era but most Machins with a variety of rates (owner dabbled in Machin rates), some
unused, and few hundred GB postal stationery (Victorian to aerogrammes), and 10 Edward VIII
covers.
Canada - Stampless, Pence, Cents, Large Queens. Lots 419-426.
419  1856 Free to William Lyon MacKenzie. 1856 SFC Brantford, UC (MR 18 1856) to William Lyon
MacKenzie, Toronto CW bs (MAR 20). The cover was sent 3d collect and rerated free as it went to
the MP MacKenzie, leader of the Upper Canada Rebellion.
420 (*) 4 3d Beaver, remargined. #4 3d Beaver, expertly remargined and regummed. An excellent fake,
reference copy.
421
*
4i 3d Beaver, deep red, original gum. #4i 3d Beaver, deep red, original, crackled gum, strongly
oxidized and horizontal crease. Greene Foundation certificate, as F. CV $2,400
422  1855 Toronto 3d to London. 1855 #4 3d beaver, four margins, showing next stamp at left and right,
but into design at left, tied on folded letter to London with Toronto large cds (AUG 25) and receiver
(AUG 26 1855) bs.
423  1856 3d beaver, Toronto to Kingsville on post office cover. 1856 #4 3d beaver , four full margins
and SON target cancel on Post Office Department printed form letter from R. Spence, Postmaster
General from Toronto (AUG 15) to Kingsville, UC, with Chatham, UC (Au 16 1858). No contents
but nice official cover.
424 O #14 1c Cents issue, small group of seven used, a few dated cancels, F+
425
P 14TCii. #14TCii 1¢ orange yellow trial colour plate proof, small speck to right of hair bun, VF. CV
$350
426 O Large Queen group. Large Queen group, used incl. 2¢, 3¢ (6 dated incl. early Hamilton April 18,
1868), 12 1/2¢ (6 with various faults), and seven other LQs with larger faults, useful for Duckworth
paper type samples etc.
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Canada - Small Queen
427  1883 Registered Toronto Ont circular postmark. 1883 “REGISTERED / TORONTO ONT.” (PM
1 JY 83) on cover with #37 3¢ Small Queen and #F1 2¢ RLS tied by cork cancels to Sandwich, Ont
bs (JY 5) via Windsor (JY 5). Harrison records four covers. Ex Harrison.
428  1896 Spectacular red and gold 1c private postcard. 1896 Toronto Parkdale “2” duplex (SP 17 96) ties
pair #34 1/2¢ Small Queen on spectacular red postcard with gold printing to local address. The card
is highlighted in gold with “Compliments 1247 Queen Street West Toronto” and shows a beaver
resting on a log surrounded by maple leaves. The header “PRIVATE POST CARD” is underscored
with a gold printed line to highlight the rate, although technically this would qualify as a drop letter.
The reverse, printed in black, is an invitation to inspect the fall and winter line of clothes. The card
has a corner bend at lower right but is not visible from the front. The January 1896 postal regulations
allowed the senders name and address on the front but no advertising, which Ward complies with
by not mentioning his business as a tailor on the front. An exhibition quality item that will capture
the viewer’s attention. Ex Stulberg
429  3c Small Queen cover group (87). #35 1¢ Small Queen 10 covers mostly printed matter, 2 fronts
and one stamp pair.
430 O #35viii 1¢ Small Queen, “strand of hair” variety, position 13 or 26, short perf at top, smudge
cancel. F.
431 O #35viii 1¢ Small Queen, “strand of hair” variety, position 13 or 26, F+
432 O Small Queen 3c Calendar collection, 1892-1895. Small Queen 3¢ calendar collection, 1892-1895,
over 900 stamps arranged in date order, mostly squared circle Type I and precursors with some cds.
Inspect.
433 O 3c Small Queen Calendar collection. 37/37e 3¢ Small Queen calendar collection 1870-1878, 98
stamps identified by date incl. 1870(32), 1871(16), etc. with a few partials, on piece, dated fancy
cancel on piece etc. Inspect.
434 O 37iv 3c Small Queen kiss print. #37iv 3¢ Rose with dramatic “kiss print” showing displaced doubling
of the design at an angle and the imprint printed inside the left frame line below the hair bun and
extending beyond the left “3”. The stamp with “thins in margin lower right side, horizontal crease”
as per Greene Foundation certificate. This stamp is a near identical angle of doubling as the example
showing in the Unitrade catalogue. 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. CV $4,000
435 O 3c Small Queen Doubled at top. #37a 3¢ pale rose Small Queen, Ottawa 1st printing, with extensive
doubling at top, light crease and pulled perf at left, fancy cork cancel, F.
436  Parliament Street Toronto, 1896 year error. Parliament Street Toronto (PM/SP 19/ 96), year error for
97, faint strike ties 3¢ Small Queen on cover to Lindsay, Ont bs (SP 20 97), confirming 1896 year
error. RF 70, 9 known covers.
437  3c Small Queen Rose Carmine cover lot (21). #41a 3¢ Small Queen rose carmine, group lot of 21
covers, NS, NB, Quebec, Ont incl. one pair on cover with misperforation (but faulty). An excellent
calendar study lot. Inspect.
438 O 37/41 3c Small Queen dated group. #37/41 3¢ Small Queen, few hundred dated copies in envelopes
by year, one envelope 1870-1889 but didn’t see any 1870s at first glance.
439  1888 3c Small Queen Carmine Rose pair, F1 2c RLS scarlet. 1888 Richmond, Que (DE 20 1888)
tied #41a 3¢ Carmine Rose pair and #F1 2¢ RLS scarlet, plate #2 (small tear at top) on cover
to Montreal paying 8¢ double weight registered letter (3¢x2, plus 2¢ registry fee). Reverse with
Montreal bs (DE 29 88). Ex Lussey.
440  1888 3c Small Queen Carmine Rose pair, F1 2c RLS scarlet. 1888 Sawyerville, Que (Oct 30 1888)
bullseye ties #41a 3¢ Carmine Rose pair and #F1 2¢ RLS scarlet, plate #2 on cover to Beebe Plain,
Que bs (O¢ 30 88) paying 8¢ double weight registered letter (3¢x2, plus 2¢ registry fee). Ex Lussey.
441 O 41a, 41i 3c Small Queen calendar collection. #41a, 41i 3¢ Small Queen rose carmine and deep rose
carmine calendar collection, 145+ most fully dated, from Oct .19, 1888 to June 1889 with a few
outliers in black plastic mounts with white stickers and written up by date, paper type and direction,
quite likely ex Simpson with additions. Also includes a mint og VG+ example. An incredible
opportunity to expand this collection that took 20 years to form.
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$1a, 41 3c Carmine, Rose Carmine on registered covers. #41a, 41i 3¢ Small Queen carmine and
$300
rose carmine shades (Montreal Gazette) on registered covers, often in combination with F1 2¢ RLS
carmine shade, one with 5¢ Small Queen, several multiple weights. Three ex Lussey with his writeups. Eight covers total.
443  1891 12c Pre-UPU letter to Queensland, Australia, Refused and returned. 1891 12¢ Pre-UPU rate
$500
to Queensland with #36, #42(2), one faulty tied by Toronto “1” duplex (Jan 19 91) on cover (edge
tear at bottom) to Office of Works Mines, Brisbane, Queensland, redirected to Bundaberg, redirected
to Kilkivan, ms “refused” and returned to Canada, large “2”d redirection and “4”d redirection total
for second redirection. Reverse with San Francisco FD (Jan 24 1891), Brisbane (MR 20), Bundaberg
(MA 23), Kilkivan (MY 18), red Dead Letter Office Brisbane, San Francisco (Feb 5) and Dead Letter
Office Canada (JY 6 and JY 16) and diamond “DLO 2”. The 12¢ pre-UPU letter rate to Queensland
via USA was in effect from Jan, 1889 until Oct, 1891. An amazing double transatlantic DLO cover.
$150
444 */O Small Queen group. Small Queen group on approval cards incl. mint #34(7, incl block of four), 35(9),
38, 41(5), 42(5), 46(ng), used #35(6, incl. #35viii strand of hair, fancy cancel), 36( blue diamond
fancy cancel, and used block of four), 37/41 (21, incl. Ottawa type A precursor squared circle, reentries, partial imprint copy, double perf examples, fancy “H”, early shades, paper thicknesses), 42(2
with cds), 44(blue shade), 45b, 47(3), and five “imperforate” singles not counted towards estimated
value but included as curiosities.
445  1896 Red Wing (Grey Co) 10¢ registered to England. 1896 Red Wing, Ont (Grey Co.) ties #35(2),
$150.
44 1¢(2), 8¢ Small Queen on cover to London, England paying 10¢ registered letter rate. Reverse
with Red Wing, Clarksburg, Toronto and London “Registered WCDO”
446 */O 44 8¢ Small Queen, group of 30. #448 8¢ Small Queen group of 30 incl two mint no gum, 28 used,
$75
occasional faults.
447 O Coloured cancel group on Small Queens. Coloured postmark cancel group on Small Queens incl.
$300
420 stamps and 24 covers and cards. Spotted five stamps with blue Intercontinental Railway ovel,
Fitch Bay, QC unofficial on stamp on large piece (full strike) and town cancels, corks, fancy cancels,
blue red, purple. A lifetime collection.
448 O 1¢ Small Queen Horde. #35 1c Small Queen horde, hundreds if not 1,000+ of stamps in envelopes
$100
and in old stock book. Lots of cork cancels, town cancels etc. A must buy lot for the 1¢ collector.
449  Small Queen collections. The Dr. J. Winder Small Queen cover collection which won a Small Gold
$100
at RPSC (London 1989) but picked over and covers removed, with plenty remaining. Still worth
450 O 3c Small Queen town cancel collection. #37/41 3¢ Small Queen town cancel collection, mounted
$750
collection, stock book filled with calendar collection and other stock books jammed with cancels.
1871-1897 with much selected strikes. A lifetime collection and opportunity of a lifetime.
451 O Small Queen group. Small Queen group incl. 2¢ (hundreds), 3¢ (100+ incl some 1870s dated), 6¢
$100
(20 stamps, few covers).
452 E 1891 Canadian Bank Note Essay pair. 1891 Canadian Bank Note Co. essay pair, two examples of the
$100
2¢ essay in orange and green, prepared but not issued. Both copies with large thins, visible especially
on the 2¢ orange. The CBNCo won the contract to print stamps but were bought out by BABNCo
and these were never issued. Popular subject with a story.
453 O Small Queen group. Small Queen binder and envelopes full, hundreds if not thousands incl. early
$200
shades, cork cancels, town cancels etc. A treasure trove.
Harold Cusden Collection of 3c Small Queen Town Cancels - New Brunswick. Dr. Harold Cusden meticulously collected
Canadian town cancels on the 3¢ Small Queen for more than 40 years. The following five lots represent the exhibit that
he presented at Orapex and BNAPEX in 2003. The collection is mounted by province and then alphabetically by town
and represent an excellent opportunity to expand your town cancel collection. The Quebec and Ontario sections are
particularly large.
454 O New Brunswick town cancels on 3¢ Small Queens, the Harold Cusden collection incl. 141 stamps
$75
on exhibit pages, Albert to Woodstock.
455 O Harold Cusden Collection of 3c Small Queen Town Cancels - Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia town
$150
cancels on 3¢ Small Queen, the Harold Cusden collection incl. 224 stamps mounted on exhibit
pages, Acadia Mines to Yarmouth.
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Harold Cusden Collection of 3c Small Queen Town Cancels - Ontario. Ontario town cancels on 3¢
Small Queen, the Harold Cusden collection incl. 816 stamps mounted on exhibit pages, Aberfoyle
to Zurich. Also includes 11 stamps with PEI town cancels. An exceptional collection.
457 O Harold Cusden Collection of 3c Small Queen Town Cancels - Quebec. Quebec town cancels on 3¢
Small Queen, the Harold Cusden collection incl. 390 stamps mounted on exhibit pages, Adamsville
to Wotton.
458 O Harold Cusden Collection of 3c Small Queen Town Cancels - Western. Western Canada town
cancels on 3¢ Small Queen, the Harold Cusden collection incl. Alberta (15), Assiniboia (23), British
Columbia (35), Manitoba (66), and Saskatchewan (5).
Canada - Jubilees, Map issue. Lots 459-464.
459  1899 Wreck of SS Labrador, officially sealed, to Western Australia. 1899 Wreck of the SS Labrador cover
sent from Upper Stewiacke, NS (FE 18 99) to Coolgardie, Western Australia on 2¢ postal stationery
envelope with 2¢ Map and 3¢ Jubilee having been floated off and reattached by post office, purple
“Damaged by Immersion in Sea Water” boxed hs, sent to Glasgow, Scotland for handling and six labels
or part labels “V R Found Opened and Officially Sealed at Glasgow” (two different seals used No 75
and No. 76), tied by oval Registered Glasgow (13 MR 99) and forward via red London registered oval
(MR 18 99) to Coolgarie, W.A (purple oval registered bs 15 APR 99). A spectacular SS Labrador wreck
cover, made even better being registered and sent to Australia. An exhibition piece.
460  1897 3c Jubilee first day cover, Winnipeg squared circle. 1897 Winnipeg (JUN 19 97) squared circle
ties #53 3¢ Jubilee on cover to Amherstburg, Ont. A clean first day cover of the 3¢ Jubilee. The
reverse has clear backstamps of Windsor (Jun 22 97) and Amherstburg (JU 23 97)
461 O Jubilee group, used group on stock cards with dated cancel interest.
462 */O Jubilee group. Jubilee issue group #50/59 incl. mint 1/2¢, 1¢(3), 2¢(3), 5¢(3), 6¢, 8¢(3), 10¢(2),
50¢ and 1¢ plate proof and 17 used from 1¢ to 5¢, some faults and off center as expected. CV as F
mint and not counting used is $836
463 O Jubilee used group
464  1891 Free to William Mulock, MP, later PMG and Map Stamp Designer. 1891 free Toronto “1”
duplex (SEP 22 11 PM 1891) to Wm Mulock, MP, House of Commons, Ottawa, reverse with House
of Commons Canada (SEP 23 1891). Mulock was an MP, the Postmaster General and designer of
the 2¢ Map stamp.
Canada - Admiral Issue. Lots 465-514
465 */O 104 1c Dark Green Plate strips, plate 88 and 89. #104 1¢ dark green Admiral, lower left plate strip
of 10, ‘OTTAWA No 88’, and second plate strip of 10 with lower left plate strip of 10, ‘OTTAWA
No 89’, both with cutting guide arrow at right, pencil notation ‘Jun 27, 15’ and ‘Apr 15’, light H in
selvedge and right stamp, rest NH, F.
466 */** 104 1¢ Admiral, balance of plate strip collection. #104 1¢ Admiral, balance of plate strip collection
incl five plate strips of 10 being #104 1¢ dark green lower left plate strip of 10 ‘OTTAWA No 75’,
cutting arrow, left selvedge and right stamp H, rest NH, F.; #104 1¢ dark green, lower left plate strip
of 10 ‘OTTAWA No 76’, left selvedge and right stamp H, rest NH, F-VF; #104i 1c yellow green
lower right plate strip of 10, ‘OTTAWA No 137’, cutting arrow at left, 5 H, rest NH, VF (Ex Reiche);
#14i 1c yellow green lower left plate strip of 10 (left two stamps separated), ‘OTTAWA No 135’,
cutting arrow, 3 H, rest NH, F-VF; #104 1c dark green lower left plate strip of 10, ‘OTTAWA No
92’, cutting arrow, left selvedge and right stamp H, rest NH, F-VF. All with light pencil acquisition
date, all Ex Brigham.
467 ** 106 2c Admiral, lower plate strip of 10, plate 19. #106 2¢ Carmine Admiral, lower plate strip of 10,
‘OTTAWA - No - 19’, right selvedge tap off, F, NH. Ex Brigham. CV $750.
468 */** 106 2c Admiral Plate 97 plate strip of 10. #106 2¢ carmine Admiral, lower left plate strip of 10,
‘OTTAWA No A 97’ and ‘910C’, cutting guide arrow at right, pencil notation ‘7 Sep 17’, full og,
five stamps NH, other H, HR/support, one with gum this. F-VF. Ex Brigham. CV $175 as stamps
alone.
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106 2¢ red Admiral, balance of plate strip collection. #106 2¢ Admiral, balance of plate strip
collection incl five plate strips of 10 being #106c 2¢ rose carmine, lower right plate strip of 10
“OTTAWA No 39”, four H, six NH, mostly VF; 106c 2¢ rose carmine, lower right plate strip of 10
“OTTAWA No 40”, four H, six NH, F, the sheet was perforated oddly at lower right with slanting
perfs in selvedge, odd!!; another 106c 2¢ rose carmine, lower right plate strip of 10 “OTTAWA No
40”, four H, six NH, F; 106 2¢ red, lower right plate strip of 10 “OTTAWA No 48”, three H, seven
NH, VF; 106 2¢ red, upper right plate strip of 10 “OTTAWA No 112”, stamps NH, H in selvedge.
All with light pencil note dates in selvedge, all Ex Brigham.
107 2¢ red Admiral, balance of plate strip collection. #107 2¢ red Admiral, balance of plate strip
collection incl five plate strips of 10 being #107i 2¢ green, wet printing, both upper left and upper
right plate strips of 10, ‘T2 OTAWA No 159’, both NH and H in selvedge only, F+; #107e 2¢
yellow green three upper right plate strips of 10, being ‘OTTAWA No 199’, ‘OTTAWA No 204’,
‘OTTAWA #205’, ,all NH stamps, H in margin, F+. Total 5 plate strips. Ex Brigham
110d 4¢ Yellow Ochre part plate strips and mint. #110d 4¢ Yellow ochre, dry printing, mint partial
imprint block of 10 (5x2) ‘A-7 979-G’ (plate 7), one tone spot, some separation along one vertical
perf, F-VF, NH; #110d 4c top left strip of five ‘LCB OTTAWA No’ but lacks plate #, F-VF, NH,
thin on one margin tab, UL; #110d 4c mint pair part imprint, F-VF, NH. CV as normal stamps
$2,337
112 5c Admiral, top plate strip of 10, plate 2. #112 5¢ violet Admiral, upper plate strip of 10, ‘T 4
OTTAWA - No A 2’, printing order ‘94 0 V’, F, NH. CV $1,200.
112c 5c Violet dry printing, redrawn spandrel, mint group. #112 5c Violet Admiral, dry printing,
redrawn spandrel (from plates #23-25), mint block of 10 F NH, mint block of four F NH and F H
pair. CV $1,712. A lifetime supply for a specialist dealer.
119c 20c Dark Olive Green, wet printing, lower right block. #119c 20¢ Dark Olive Green Admiral,
wet printing, lower right block of four, light HR, F+. Ex Brigham. CV $320
120ii 50¢ Brown Black Admiral top right block of four. #120ii 50¢ Brown Black Admiral, wet
printing, upper right block of four, toned and disturbed gum, pencil notation on back, F+. Ex
Brigham. CV $600.
Admiral coil and imperf group. Admiral coil and imperf group incl. #126v pair, #130 pair, #131
pair, #132i pair, #134 two pairs, #136 imperf pair, all NH, F, F-VF and VF. CV $410
Commonwealth group. Commonwealth group incl. mint Barbuda #1-6, 9-10, Christmas Island #110, Grenada #3-14, Montserrat #43-50, 52, 55/70, Hong Kong #439-442, KUT used #85, Pitcairn
#72-84.
Admiral mint group 104/120 pairs and blocks. Admiral mint group #104/120 mint pairs and blocks
incl. pairs #104, 108, 109, 114, 117, 119, 120 and blocks of four #112, 115, 118, half are NH and
CV as F but some F+. CV $1,248.
MR1 1c War Tax Die Proof in Issue Colour. #MR1 1¢ War Tax die proof in colour of issue, on india
paper die sunk (61.5mmx64.5mm) die sunk on card (128mm x 133mm), die # ‘O-G-66’. There
was only one die of this stamp which was harden on Feb. 19, 1915.
MR1 1c War Tax imprint strip of 10, Plate 15. #MR1 1¢ green War Tax, lower right imprint strip
of 10, plate imprint ‘OTTAWA No A 15’, printing order ‘366’, six stamps hinged, rest NH, F-VF.
Ex Reiche, Brigham.
MR1 1c War Tax plate strip of 10, plate A16. #MR1 1¢ green War Tax, lower left plate strip of
10, separated at middle, cutting arrow, plate ‘OTTAWA No A 16’ and printing order ‘366’ with
engraver’s number ‘9’ as well at bottom, seven hinged, one gum thin, rest NH, F-VF. Ex Reiche,
Brigham.
MR1 1c War Tax bottom imprint block of 20. #MR1 1¢ green War Tax, bottom imprint block of
20, imprint ‘295 - OTTAWA - No - A2’, with hand engraved ‘A’, with cutting guide line at bottom
right, four H, rest NH, varies from VG to VF. This is from plate #2 with unbroken vertical line in
lower left and mark in ‘A’ of ‘TAX’. CV $1,000+
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MR1 1c War Tax lathework block B. #MR1 1¢ green War Tax, lower left corner, lathework type ‘B’,
F, NH. The mark in ‘A’s of both ‘WAR’ and ‘TAX’ indicate it is type 7 and from plate 17 or 18, F+,
NH. CV $400.
MR1 1c War Tax imprint block of 20, Plate 18. #MR1 1¢ green War Tax, upper right imprint block
of 20, with ‘OTTAWA No A 18’ and printing order ‘909C’, F, NH.
MR1 1c War Tax imprint strip of 10, plate 15. #MR1 1¢ green War Tax, lower left imprint strip of
10, ‘OTTAWA No A 15’, and printing order ‘366’, cutting arrow at right, F+, 5 H, 5 NH.
MR1 1¢ War Tax plate strip of 10, Plate 16. #MR1 1¢ green War Tax, lower right imprint strip of
10, ‘OTTAWA No. A 16’, printing order ‘366’ and later ‘909’ to indicate the plate was reused, 4 H,
6 NH.
MR2 2c War Tax imprint block of 10. #MR2 2¢ carmine War Tax, top imprint block of 10, with
print order ‘296’ punched with dashes and ‘317’ punched in, stamps NH, natural gum bend, light
stain in top right margin, F-VF, NH. CV $750.
MR2 2c War Tax Die Proof in Issue Colour. #MR2 2¢ red War Tax die proof on india paper die sunk
(61mm x 65mm) on card (129mm x 133mm), with die # ‘O-G-67’, hardened die proof in colour
of issue.
MR2 2c War Tax corner block, printing order 321. #MR2 2¢ War Tax corner block, printing order
‘321’, used on plates 5, 6 and 8, pencil ‘3’ notation on reverse of one stamp, perf hole stacking lines
on gum, otherwise F, NH. CV $80. Ex Reiche, Brigham.
MR2 2c War Tax lathework B block of 20. #MR2 2¢ carmine War Tax, lower left block of 20, with
lathework type ‘B’ and cutting guide arrow, plate 9 or 10, two H, rest NH, F- VF. CV $4,000+.
MR2 2c War Tax, imprint block of 20. #MR2 2¢ carmine War Tax, lower right imprint block of 20
with plate 1 ‘OTTAWA No A 1’ and printing order ‘296’ punched out, VG-F, NH. The very first
plate, plate #1.
MR2 2c War Tax, plate 9 imprint block of 20. #MR2 2¢ carmine War Tax, upper right imprint block
of 20, with ‘OTTAWA No A 9’ and printing order ‘918B’, cutting arrow at left, largely V-VF and
some VF. CV $2,000+.
MR3 2+1c War Tax Plate 4 strip. #MR3 2+1¢ carmine War Tax, top imprint plate strip, ‘OTTAWA
No A 4’, VF, NH. CV $720.
MR3 2+1c War Tax bottom plate strip of 10, Plate 4. #MR3 2+1¢ carmine War Tax, Die I bottom
plate strip of 10, ‘OTTAWA No. 4’, printing order ‘937A’, lower right pane with straight edge
and cutting arrow, few stamps H support, 6 NH, rightmost stamp heavy thin. Ex Marler, Reiche,
Brigham.
MR3 2+1c War Tax imprint 937C block of 12. #MR3 2+1¢ War Tax, carmine, Die I, imprint block
of 12 from upper left pane with cutting guide arrow and printing order ‘937C’, VG, NH. CV $360.
MR3 2+1c War Tax, top imprint strip of 20. #MR3 2+1¢ carmine War Tax, upper left imprint block
of 20, ‘OTTAWA No A 14’, and printing order ‘937F’, with cutting arrow, two hinged, rest NH,
VG-F.
MR3a 2+1c War Tax, Die II imprint block of six. #MR3a 2+1¢ carmine War Tax, rare Die II,
imprint block of six with plate ‘OTTAWA No A 16’ from lower left pane, top centre stamp H, rest
NH, VF. CV $6,400. Ex Brigham.
MR3a 2+1c War Tax, Rare Die II, top plate strip of 20. #MR3a 2+1¢ carmine War Tax, rare die
II, top plate strip of 20, with plate imprint ‘OTTAWA No A 15’, and printing order ‘937F’, seven
stamps hinged, rest NH, H in margin, F-VF with numerous VF. CV $10,000+ A rarity.
MR4 2+1c War Tax Die Proof in Issue Colour. #MR4 2+1¢ brown War Tax die proof in colour of
issue, die sunk on india (63mm x 73mm), on card (125mm x 172mm), with purple oval ‘POSTAGE
STAMP BRANCH SUPERINTENDENT AUG 9 1916 P.O. DEPT. OTTAWA’ and ms ‘Approved
by P.M.G. 9/9/16’ and ‘Approved R.M.C’. Rare P.O. oval and approval notations.
MR4 2+1c brown War Tax lathework block of four. #MR4 2+1¢ brown War Tax, die II, full lathework
‘A’ , F, H, with small fibre stuck in gum. CV $250.
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MR4 2+1c War Tax, lathework A block. #MR4 2+1c brown War Tax, lathework block of four with plate
‘A40’, cutting arrow and print order ‘937P’, top right stamp with margin thin, H, F. CV $1,200.
502 */** MR4 2+1c War Tax Lathework strip, only vertical plate number imprint. #MR4 2+1¢ brown War Tax,
Die II, lathework type ‘B’, with Plate ‘A43’ and Order ‘937P’imprint at right, top stamp H, bottom two
NH, F+. This is the only Admiral plate with the plate number and order reading vertically. CV $200+
503 */** MR4 2+1c War Tax Full Lathework A, half sheet. #MR4 2+1¢ brown War Tax, half sheet with full
lathework ‘A’ with double cross variety (pos 93-94), plate ‘A-31’ and top of ‘937P’ (order number)
below stamp #99. Stamps vary incl 1 F HR, 1 VF HR, 1 F thin on margin tab (pos 91), 8 VF NH,
19 F NH, bottom two rows vary VG-VF. CV $3,600+. A showpiece.
504 O MR4b 2+1c War Tax, imperforate pair used. #MR4b 2+1¢ brown War Tax, Die I, imperforate pair,
light used cancel, VF. Unpriced used in Unitrade.
505 (*) MR4b 2+1c War Tax, Die I, imperforate corner block. #MR4b 2+1¢ brown War Tax, Die I,
imperforate upper right corner block of four with printing order ‘937F’, unused as issued, VF. Plate
13 or 14 and the last two plates for Die. I. CV $550+. A premium exhibition item.
506 (*) MR4iii 2+1c War Tax block imperforate vertically. #MR4iii 2+1¢ brown War Tax, Die I, top margin
block of four, imperforate vertically, bit of toning on back, unused as issued, VF. CV $1,500.
507 (*) MR4iv 2+1c War Tax block horizontally imperforate. #MR4iv 2+1¢ brown War Tax, Die I, block of four,
horizontally imperforate, unused, issued without gum, F-VF. Greene certificate accompanies. CV $1,100.
508 */** MR5 2+1c War Tax imprint block of 20, Plate 1, Perf 12x8. #MR5 2+1¢ carmine War Tax, Die I,
perf 12 x 8, imprint block of 20, ‘OTTAWA No A 1’, printing order ‘938A’, two H, rest NH, most
F-VF. CV $1,000+
509 ** MR7iii 2+1c War Tax, Die I, coil strip of four. #MR7iii 2+1¢ yellow brown War Tax, Die I, coil strip
of four, VF, NH. An amazing strip. CV $3,000.
510
*
MR7iv 2+1c War Tax coil paste-up strip of four. #MR7iv 2+1¢ yellow brown War Tax, Die I coil
paste-up strip of four, F, H. CV $500.
511 O MR1var, four unauthorized ‘War Tax/ Taxe de Guerre’. #MR1var 1c Admiral with manuscript ‘War
Tax’, handstamp ‘WAR TAX / TAX STAMP’, and manuscript ‘Taxe de Guerre’;;’. The War Tax
stamps were issued under a cloud of confusion, initially insisting the specific War Tax stamps pay
the War Tax fee, and occasionally charging postage due, even if a regular issue was used. Presumably
these were applied by patrons unable to obtain the War Tax stamp, or desiring to indicate the express
intent to pay the war tax, to avoid postage due or as an act of patriotism. Four items.
512 */O War Tax Balance. War Tax balance incl. mint #MR1, MR2(2), MR3, #MR3a Die II used imprint
strip, plate 15, MR4a Die I six used retouched plate varieties plate 1 and 2, uages on cheques along
with other revenues, excise war tax revenues, strip of four FTW24 strip, FWT8e covers and one
pane, NYL N23 perfin on MR4 etc.
513  Pair of Unauthorized War Tax handstamps. Pair of covers with unauthorized ‘Taxe de Guerre War Tax’
rubber handstamps, the first on a Feb 1916 cover with a blue marking used from Winnipeg to a local
address (cover tear at upper left), the second with a different sized but similar design ‘Taxe de Guerre
War Tax’ in pink on a Nov 1915 cover from St. Boniface, Man to Winnipeg). Given the confusion
surrounding the initial rules that mandated that only War tax stamps be used and if not were charged
postage due, perhaps this was an attempt to make it clear that the War Tax was paid. (I didn’t have one
of these covers in my personal War Tax collection, let along two different ones). A rare pair.
514  War Tax Cover Group - Unusual Uses. War Tax cover group, 11 covers/cards incl. #MR2 use on
Money order receipt, #MR2, MR4 on AR form, #MR4 pair and 2¢ Admiral on triple weight
registered voters’ list, #MR4 on 13¢ special deliver cover with #E1, #MR6 coil strip of four on
registered cover to USA, #MR2 on birchbark postcard, 1916 postcard with boxed ‘Mailed on the
High Seas Exempt from War Tax’, and four perfin covers incl. JBM, BT, SUN/LIFE, and SCC.
Canada - Scroll to Modern. Lots 515-518
515  1928 2c Empire to New Zealand, officially sealed, DLO returned. 1928 #150 2¢ Scroll tied by
Regina, SK slogan (Dec 28 28) on cover (opened three sides, trimmed) to Spyveyden, New Zealand.
paying 2¢ Empire rate, redirected, officially sealed label, DLO Wellington, NZ returned to Canada
with Inspection Division DLO Ottawa (May 1 29).
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Cameo collection. Cameo collection in post album with slip case, mint, used, plate blocks, booklets,
miniature panes, FDC and coil s incl. coil start and end strips, used strips of 10 etc. Inspect.
517 ** 406ii-409ii, Cameo issue coil strips with cutting guidelines. #406ii - 409ii 2¢ - 5¢ Cameo coil strips
of four with cutting guidelines, off centered so as to be able to see the cutting guidelines and VF
horizontally as per catalogue, NH. Rare set. CV $345
518 */O 926A 36c purple collection. #926A 36 mint singles and corner blocks, plus 100+ used and 19 covers
in a Lindner album. A nice little modern niche collection.
Canada - Advertising, British Colombia, Cancels-orbs. Lots 519-526
519  Newspaper advertising cover group (52). Newspaper advertising cover group, 52 covers from Small
Queen to George VI, with most in the latter era. Excellent basis for expansion.
520  Stamp Dealer and Society cover group (125+). Stamp dealer and society cover group, 125+ from
1937 to 2000s. Wide variety.
521  Studebaker advertising covers (23). Studebaker advertising cover group, 23 covers, #10 size with
duplication, almost all Admiral era from Walkerville. Great thematic.
522 O C5 5¢ airmail pane of 50. #C1 5¢ brown olive airmail, lower left pane of 50, few perf separations at
selvedge,18 VF, NH, rest F, NH. CV $1,104.
523  Dietz & Nelson’s BC & Victoria Express, 1860ca. 1860 #2a 2 1/2d pale dull rose tied by blue “Dietz &
Nelson’s BC & V Express” on matching “Paid Dietz & Nelson’s British Columbia & Victoria Express”
banner cc cover (large opening tear across top, partially sealed in spots), to Victoria. Ex Highland.
524  1939 Colonial New Westminster BC oval favour strike. 1939 A late strike of the colonial “New
Westminster British Columbia Post Office” blue favour strike on unused cover with matching blue
ink “Postmaster’s Office New Westminster, BC Jun 1 1939”. The early colonial oval hammer was
used as a 2 1/2d frank on express covers until 1864, and then as a postmark device. The re-discovered
hammer was obviously used to make proof strikes. An attractive example.
525 O Toronto orb collection. Toronto orb cancel collection in binder on stock pages with some semblance
of order, 750+ stamps from Small Queens to Map issue (just one Map stamp), noted Sunday dates,
a huge horde for discovery, 10 covers or cards as well.
526  Toronto Station C 3 ring orb cancel collection. Toronto Station C three ring orb cancel collection,
1906-1910, fourth hammer collection “3-TC4” with 130+ stamps and 150+ covers/cards from Sep
7 1906 (ERD) to Jun 7 , 1910, includes Quebec Tercentenary usages and many select strikes. Ex
Miller.
Canada - Cancels - Numerals including Toronto Fancy Cancel “2”. Lots 527-537
527 O Toronto fancy 2 Type 1. Toronto fancy “2” cancel, Lacelle Type #18 (D&S Type 1A and 1B) on #23
1¢ Large Queen, both with creases. Lovely strikes.
528  1869 Toronto fancy 2, Lacelle Type 27. 1869 Toronto fancy “2” ties #23, 1¢ Large Queen (preaffixing tear) on circular from Toronto to Brantford, Ont. The printed form inside is from the
Framers’ Branch Mutual Fire Insurance Company with a blue company datestamp of Nov 17, 1869.
The Toronto 2 postmark is a late state of Lacelle #27 (D&S Type 28) which matches the reported
period of use, Oct - Nov, 1869. This could possibly be the latest recorded example.
529  1869 Toronto fancy 2. Lacelle Type 33. 1869 Toronto fancy “2” ties #27 6¢ Large Queen (faulty) on
cover with major tear (NO 25 69) to Queenston, Ont, paying 6¢ double weight letter rate. Lacelle
Type #33 (D&S type #12) used only between November and De¢ 1869.
530 O Toronto fancy 2 cancels on 1c Large Queen. Toronto fancy “2” cancels on #23 1¢ Large Queen
including D&S Type #3, 5, 9, 11, 21, 24, 25 and 35 (straight edge). Examples are well struck with
the occasional fault as expected. The “35” is Lacelle #47 and only one strike is known on the 1¢
Large Queen. (8)
531 O Toronto fancy 2 cancels on 3c Large Queen. Toronto fancy “2” cancels on #25 3¢ Large Queen
including D&S Type #4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 23, 26, 30, 33, 41, 49, 53, 62, and Duckworth #73
“II”. Examples are well struck with the occasional fault as expected. (16).
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Toronto fancy 2 cancels on 6c, 12 1/2c and 15c Large Queens. Toronto fancy “2” cancels on #27, 28,
30 6¢, 12 1/2¢ and 15¢ Large Queen including D&S Type #2, 115, 27, 38, 55 and #63. The Type
#55 is on 1¢ Small Queen and the 12 1/2¢ on paper is a two ring “2” . Type 55 on 15¢ LQ is thought
to be bogus (Lacelle D15). Occasional faults as expected but scarce on higher denominations.
533 O Toronto fancy 2 group on Large Queens. Toronto fancy “2” cancels on Large Queens incl. Day &
Smythie Type #2, 13, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 30, 31 and Duckworth #73 “II”. Faults throughout but
nice strikes. (10).
534 O Toronto fancy 2 group on Small Queens. Toronto fancy “2” cancels incl. Lacelle Type #39, ??, 38, 40
and plain 2 ring, and fancy circular segmented outer area. (D&S Type #14, 16, 38 similar, possibly
unlisted, 55, a plain 2 ring (also unlisted similar to Lacelle #40) and a fancy with circular segmented
outer area). The “16” in colour on 3¢ Small Queen is thought to be bogus (Lacelle ##D14).
535  “44” two ring on cover Owen Sound, 3c Indian Red. “44” two ring ties #37 3¢ Small Queen, Indian
red on cover from Owen Sound (AP 9 70) to Toronto bs (AP 11). A tidy cover with lovely stamp
and rare two ring cancel.
536  1869 Toronto two ring 2. 1869 Toronto two ring “2” ties #25 3¢ Large Queen on cover (AU 3 69)
to Vittoria, Ont bs via Simcoe bs (AU 4 69). A clear example of the two ring, struck through cloth.
537  Two Ring 44, Owen Sound 1870. 1870 Owen Sound 2 ring “44” ties #37 3¢ Small Queen Indian
red shade (AP 7 70) on cover to Toronto, “Pay 138” indicating paid to charge box. Docketing at
right. RF “5”.
Dead Letter Office - Lots 538-560
The Brian Draves collection of Dead Letter Office. The first portion of the Draves collection of DLO is offered here.
538  DLO Stationery collection, 1869-1960s (49). Dead Letter Office stationery collection, 1869-1960s,
49 items being mostly ambulance covers, variety of rated, DLO cancels, across Canada, mounted
and written up in album. Ex Plain.
539 D 1873, 1883 DLO documents. 1873, 1883 pair of DLO documents incl. 1873 letter from Gilbert
Griffin (post office inspector, later PMG) to Wm White dateline “London Ont 16th Jany 73”
regarding finding a packet of lots letters, “RECEIVED AT P.O. DEPARTMENT” and DLOS-7
“DEAD LETTER OFFICE CANADA”; second document DLO form “D.62.-1,000-21-12-’81.”
DLO memo returning letter with money or coin enclosed registered outside of Canada with “DEAD
LETTER OFFICE CANADA” (MR 1 1883). Ex Rixon, Plain.
540  1874-1898 DLO cancel collection. 1874-1898 Canada Dead Letter Office Canada specialized
collection mounted on 42 exhibit pages, mostly Small Queens, few letter cards and three pieces,
organized by DLO cancel type. Spotted DLOS-4 with “W” in year date on 1881 cover, DLO2f-1
type (DLO Branch Superintendent oval on 3¢ Small Queen cover) with “stamp previously used”;
Earliest reported date of #1DLO1-15 on Dec 19, 1882 cover, #DLO01-6 and -9 on 1897 cover, A
used copies of #OX1 officially sealed with partial strike of #DLO3c-1 (stamp small thin) and more.
Inspect. Ex Plain.
541  1875-1876 Three DLO Shift markings. 1875-1876 three DLO shift markings incl. “D.L.O. / 1 /
*” on 1878 1c printed matter from Hamilton to local address, “Unclaimed”, “D.L.O. / 2 /*” bs on
1879 cover from Hamilton to Hagersville, and “D.L.O. / 3 / *” on face of 1875 Chateauguay Bassin
LC (Nov 24 1875) to Canton, Mass, USA with 3¢ Small Queen tied by grid and “OVER 1/2 OZ”
hs, red “RETURNED FOR POSTAGE” and sent to DLO bs, postage collected and 3¢ applied and
tied by “DEADL ETTER OFFICE CANADA JA 24 1876” proof like strike and sent on its way.
Reportedly the only example of SHIFT 3 hs “DLO 3 *” and illustrated on Brian Plain’s book. A
showpiece and vital to any complete DLO collection.
542  1875-1897 Eight DLO covers. 1875-1897 eight DLO covers incl. 1875 “RETURNED FOR
POSTAGE” with DLO Canada; 1875 Unclaimed with “DLO 1” clerk hs; 1880 with DLO Canada
and “DLO 1” circular, and “DLO 1” diamond; 1879 Minden with DLO Canada; 1880 “Returned
for Deficient Postage” and DLO Canada; 1896 US stationery used in Canada, returned for postage
with 1¢ Small Queen (3, faulty) tied by DLO Canada to Fall Rivers, Mass, USA; 1896 8¢ Small
Queen to USA with DLO Canada split ring and oval “Registry Branch Correct PO Dept Dead
Letter Office”; 1897 House of Assembly with “Dead Letter Branch Canada” with “W” indicia.
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1875-1946 Seven DLO crown wax seals. 1875-1946 group of seven DLO crown wax seals, five covers,
two cut squares incl. 1875 OHMS returned dead letter Form 5,000-20-7-’74 with “Post Office Dept
Canada Dead Letter Office” (coat of arms), 1908 DLO Canada Vancouver branch on exploded cover,
part flap off, 1909 returned Dead Letter Form 10 DL(a) with DLO Canada Winnipeg Branch, 1936
Returned Dead Letter Form 5D-200,000 with DLO Canada Ottawa Branch, 1930 Returned dead
letter 5D-40,000 with DLO Canada Ottawa Branch, and two cut squares with 1946 DLO Canada
Toronto Branch and 1944 Calgary Alberta District DLO. Seven DLO crown wax seals. Ex Plain.
1877-1881 Five 3c Small Queen covers to USA, returned via DLO. 1877-1881 five 3¢ Small Queen
covers to USA returned via DLO, all with “Dead Letter Office Canada” and US triangular “Dead
Letter Office USA”, four with Advertised and Unclaimed, one with Unclaimed hs.
1888-1897 Three Received at DLO covers. 1887-1897 three covers with large cds “Recd at Dead
Letter Office Canada” with large numeral including 1888 registered Beebee Plain, Que with “Recd
at Dead Letter Office Canada 1”, 1888 Craighurst, Ont with “Recd at Dead Letter Office Canada
2”, 1895 Winnipeg drop letter with “Recd at Dead Letter Branch Canada 6”
1889-1975 DLO and UMO Forms and document collection. Dead Letter Office and UMO forms
and documents, 1889-1975, 40+ items, incl. 1889 Form (D.53) from Ottawa, 1907 form from
Local Quebec City DLO signed by clerk in charge, six copies 16 DL or 17 DL, with oval postmarks
(Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver, London, Charlottetown, 1912-1917), tags, labels, odd items. Varied
condition. Ex Brian Plain offered intact in his own binder. Ex Plain.
1890 Cover pair to US, returned DLO. 1890 pair of 3¢ Small Queen covers to the US, returned via
DLO, the first 1890 Port Arthur to Duluth, Minn, Unclaimed, Not in Directory, General Delivery,
Advertised, “This mail was delayed in delivery for want of correct street and address”, returned with
Dead Letter Office Canada bs and shift diamond “DLO3”; the second 1890 Port Arthur to Duluth
with similar markings as well as US “Dead Letter Office Received in Bad Condition at Foreign
Branch” with US officially sealed at right, and US 1c postage due, returned to Canada with Dead
Letter Office Canada and clerk shift diamond “DLO3”. Excellent pair.
1892-1938 Nine Printed DLO envelopes and forms. 1892-1938 Nine Printed DLO envelopes and
forms incl. 1892 use of #10 returned dead letter envelope D. 201/2-5,000-31-7-’91, 1894 use of
envelope D.6-25,000-24-1-94; 1895 use of envelope D.19-20,000-26-10-’94., 1900 use of envelope
6 D.L.(a) 50,000-27-7-99; 1901 Toronto rimless duplex on envelope 10 D.L(a)-30,000-8-1-1901.;
1915 use of envelope 6.D.L.(a)-65,000-17-4-14.’ 1919 use for form letter 16.D.L.(a)-5,000-23-4-19.;
1937 use and 1938 use of 5 D-200,000-11-9-35.
1895 reused 3c Small Queen, sent to Dead Letter Office. 1895 Selkirk, Ont (OC 7 95) with previously used
3¢ Small Queen, illegal attempt at reusing a stamp, caught and marked with “X” and small “X” in a circle,
on cover to Boston, Mass., sent to DLO with blue “DEAD LETTER BRANCH SUPERINTENDENT
OCT 10 1895 OTTAWA CANADA”, reverse with Dead Letter Office Canada (OC 10 1895) and
much later sent to PO Inspector’s Office London Canada, blue oval bs (Jan 16 1896), presumably to
collect postage. The red envelope was intriguing until I discovered that it was actually a pre-printed return
envelope with a paper label over top, a frugal sender (stamp-wise and envelope-wise). Very eye catching.
1894-1938 4 DLO wax seal covers. 1894-1938 four DLO wax seal covers incl. 1894 OHMS returned
dead letter #10 cover (D.9.-1,000-25-4-’94 , registered with large wax seal on reverse “Dead Letter
Branch Post Office Dept Canada (crown); 1913 DLO return envelope 5D.L.(a)-20,000-11-3-13.
registered with wax seal “D.L.O. Canada Montreal Branch (crown)” on reverse; 1933 DLO postage
due 3¢ return envelope form 12 1/2 D.L.(a) 80,000-9-2-32 with “D.L.O. Canada Montreal Branch
(crown)” wax seal on reverse; 1938 Canada Post Office envelope with “Inspection Service Dead
Letter Office Ottawa, Ont” handstamp, registered with 13¢ postage due with D.L.O. Canada
Ottawa Branch (crown)” wax seal on reverse.
1897 DLO Superintendent oval. 1897 #41 3¢ Small Queen, previously used illegally with small circle
with central dot to indicate a reused stamp, on cover from Pottersburg, Ont (AP 1 97), “Returned for
Postage” and “3” hs, reverse with Dead Letter Office Canada (Ja 29 1898), sent to DLO with “Dead
Letter Office Canada” bs (AP 5 1897) and blue oval “Dead Letter Branch Superintendent PO Dept
Canada Jan 31 1898”. Scarce handstamp.
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1897 DLO Superintendent oval. 1897 #41 3¢ Small Queen, previously used illegally with small
circle with central dot to indicate a reused stamp, on cover from “Dewar Camp, Sudbury Feb 23
1898” from letter dateline to Wahnapatae, Ont, with boxed “Returned for Deficient Postage 3¢”
hs, reverse with Dead Letter Office Canada (Fe 28 1898), sent to DLO with blue oval “Dead Letter
Branch Superintendent PO Dept Canada Feb 28 1898”. Enclosed letter demands payment for
labour at logging camp. Ex Wellburn.
1897 DLO Superintendent oval. 1897 #41 3¢ Small Queen, previously used illegally with small
circle with central dot to indicate a reused stamp, on cover from Udor, Ont (Ju 22 97) to local
address with boxed “Returned for Deficient Postage 3¢” hs, reverse with Dead Letter Office Canada
(JU 23 1897), with blue oval “Dead Letter Branch Superintendent PO Dept Canada Jun 24 1897”.
Enclosed letter demands payment for money owed. Oddly sent as a local letter, perhaps to document
and record his claim so that the undelivered letter could be used in court proceedings. Udoro
1898 DLO Superintendent oval. 1898 #41 3¢ Small Queen, previously used illegally with ms “Stamp
previously used” notation and boxed “Returned for deficient postage 3¢” and blue oval “Dead Letter
Branch Superintendent PO Dept Canada Jan 31 1898”, reverse with Dead Letter Office Canada (Ja
29 1898) and ms “rec’d from POI at Kingston”
DLO Branch and Local ovals (21), 1906-1914. Dead Letter branch and local dead letter office
cancels, 21 covers and cards, 1906-1914 incl. Halifax (1), Hamilton (1), Montreal (2), Quebec (1),
Toronto (7), Vancouver (1), Victoria (3), Winnipeg (5). An interesting array of additional cancels on
these items incl. “Returned for Postage”, “This is the mail for which you sent postage”, etc.
DLO Ottawa Pair of covers, ERD, LRD. DLO Ottawa, pair of covers with #2-DLO1 “Dead Letter
Branch Ottawa Canada 2 ring (AM MY 31 15) Earliest recorded date as bs on 1915 cover with 1¢(2)
Admiral, second cover #2-DLO1 bs (AM AP 12 19) as Jim Miller’s Latest Reported Date on 1918
Nanaimo cover to soldier, Seaforth, England with Canadian PO Seaforth Sussex bs as well,
Dead Letter Office, Oddball covers, (17). Dead Letter Office, group of 17 oddball items incl. 1879
Unclaimed then DLO, 1894 1c postal card to Chief Supt of DLO, 1896 1c printed matter with
written message and two 10¢ coins included, sent to DLO with blue oval Dead Letter branch PO
Dept Canada, 1902 DLO envelope to Wales with 2¢ Numeral, 1944 Not Called for Mount Royal
Hotel boxed hs, Dist Director of Postal Service etc, 1940 Little Prairie, BC registered to US but sent
to DLO Edmonton for inspection and Passed for Export (Feb 12, 1940), three days before FECB
labels issued (Feb 15, 1940), another pre-FECB label 1940 Quebec (Feb 5 1940) DLO label on
cover, 1922 postcard returned for war tax with three DLO hammers, 1937 straightline “Address
amended at Dead Letter Office, Calgary. If incorrect, please return at once”, 1933 New Zealand 1d
meter to Canada “Address Amended at Dead Letter Office Halifax, NS”, 1917 “Address amended
at Dead Letter Office Winnipeg If incorrect, please return at once”, 1962 “Address amended at
Undeliverable Mail Office Vancouver BC”, 1950 to St. Vincent “Refused as Unacceptable....”, 1915
1c postal card cut square tied by Returned for War Tax straightline, DLO Victoria Branch, 20c
Widow Weed off cover with oval Local Dead Letter Office Sherbrooke, Que (Oct 20 1910), one of
three reported examples, 1895 Returned for Deficient Postage and 3¢ tied by DLO Canada, 1927
GB to Canada, redirected, GR Officially sealed in the Returned Letter Section London Postal Service
seal. Fantastic specialized group. Ex Plain.
Balance of the DLO collection. Balance of the DLO collection incl. 26 covers/cards, 6 PO forms and
16 stamps ranging from Small Queens to 1996. Great variety incl. Returned for Postage, Insufficiently
Addressed, Undelivered for Reason Stated, Address Amended at Dead Letter Office Calgary, Alta,
Not Called For, Rebut Unclaimed, Retour, Not Found, Cannot Locate, numerous DLO cancels,
ovals, Branch DLO etc., forms and 16 DLO cancels on stamps. Inspect.
DLO Literature lot. The Dead Letter Office Literature Lot, consisting of 12 items, including a thick
binder of notes, photocopies, lots of research material and more, as well as a small binder of proof
strike transparencies, a volume XXIII of Hughes “Miscellaneous Proof Strikes of Canada”, a “Course
to be followed in the Daily Work of the Returned Letter Branch” by the Great Britain post Office
(bound photocopy), 5 volumes of more research material sorted by province or town, again with
photocopied, notes, articles, correspondence, etc., and finally three issues of “The Chronicle of the
US Classic Postal Issues”. Surely a difficult to assemble group of documents, useful to any postal
historian or dealer.
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DLO 13 covers, 1904-1951. DLO, 13 covers and cards, 1904-1951 incl dual DLO marks (US/
Canada), Australia inbound, DLO Ottawa, various branch DLO cancels, large circles, large
rectangles, pointing fingers etc.
Canada - Duplex cancels. Lots 561-585
The Brian Draves collection of duplex cancels. Brian’s interest in duplex emanated from his collection of Toronto,
which you will find throughout numerous sections in this sale. Many of his better items came from the Stulberg
collection.
561  Toronto numeral duplex collection. Toronto numeral duplex collection 1880s-1920, 65 covers and
cards and a few loose stamps, mounted on exhibit pages and loose. Interesting advertising throughout.
562  1881 Toronto intaglio “N” duplex. 1881 Toronto intaglio “N” duplex (JU 25 81) ties 3¢ Small
Queen on cover to Perth, Ont. Unofficial duplex #DUN-185, not in proof books, used Jan 25 1881
till Jan 18, 1882. Scarce.
563  Toronto duplex covers. Toronto duplex covers 1870s to 1890s incl bars, numbers in bars and
specialized broken number in bar hammers. On SQ, SQ postal cards and one Jubilee card.
564  Toronto Branch Office duplex trio, DON-1841, 1842, 1844. Toronto Branch office duplex trio incl.
#DON-1842 “Toronto North Branch Office” (Feb 19 86) on 3¢ Small Queen advertising cover
(cover fault, piece missing), #DON-1841 “Toronto East Branch Office” (DE 19 85) on 1¢ postal
card (horizontal crease), and #DON-1844 “Toronto West Branch Office” (FE 10 85) on #P4 2¢
UPU postal card. Scarce trio.
565  Toronto Branch Office duplex trio, DON-1841, 1842, 1844. Toronto Branch office duplex trio incl.
#DON-1842 “Toronto North Branch Office” (JU 26 82) on 3¢ Small Queen cover, #DON-1841
“Toronto East Branch Office” (JU 9 82) on 1¢ postal card, and #DON-1844 “Toronto West Branch
Office” (JU 15 86) on 1¢ postal card. Another scarce trio.
566 O Toronto Duplex group on 1c Small Queen. Toronto duplex cancels on 1¢ Small Queen incl. Toronto
“N” and “W” intaglio, “N”, “E” and “W” Branch office duplex cancels, Toronto West Branch on
dated pair “JA 27 83”.
567 O Toronto Duplex group on 3c Small Queen. Toronto duplex cancels on 3¢ Small Queen incl. Toronto
“N” and “W” intaglio, “N”, “E” and “W” Branch office duplex cancels, Toronto North Branch on
dated pair “SP 22 85”.
568 O Toronto Branch Office duplex cancel group. Toronto Branch Office duplex group on stamps incl.
#DON-1842 “Toronto North Branch Office” (21), #DON-1841 “Toronto East Branch Office” (4),
and #DON-1844 “Toronto West Branch Office” (8, incl one on large piece).
569 O Toronto North Branch Office duplex group , DON-1842. (9). Toronto North Branch office duplex
cancel on nine covers/cards, #DON-1842 “Toronto North Branch Office”, general faults, rough
edges, creases, one cracked and edge pieces off. Still useful lot.
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1869 Toronto duplex DUN-112. DUN-112 1868 Toronto unofficial duplex (SEP 10 1868) ties #25
3¢ Large Queen on cover to Brockville, Ont with partial bs (SP 11), A rare early duplex used for less
than one month (Aug 12 to Sept 11, 1868). This is the second last day of use.
1875-1897 Toronto Duplex collection. Toronto duplex collection, 1875 - 1897, 88 covers with a
variety of duplex types, some minor advertising but a specialized group.
Toronto duplex collection, 1875-1897 (25).25. Toronto duplex collection, 1875-1897, 25 covers
and cards, variety of duplex cancels, size of obliterators, etc. Specialized and selected examples. The
Stulberg collection.
1893-1895 Toronto duplex cancels #1-#5. 1893-1897 Toronto duplex with numerals #1 to #5
including, five covers including Riverside #5 on 1¢ Jubilee postal card.
1893-1895 Toronto duplex cancels #1-#5. Toronto numeral duplex cancels on Small Queens, 600+
copies, mostly “1”s but a few other numbers spotted, one cover, some pairs etc. A lifetime collection
for duplex specialist or Small Queen study (re-entries etc.??)
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Toronto Duplex cover horde. Toronto duplex cover/ card horde, total 800+ items with 500+
Toronto “1” duplex both horizontal and vertical design, 30+ broken dater variety examples, and
150+ 1870s-1880s horizontal grid duplex covers/cards. Most in calendar date order for detailed
examination. All Small Queen or postal stationery issues. A lifetime collection.
576  DUN-116 Toronto Star of David duplex. DUN-116 Toronto Star of David duplex (Aug 8 74) ties #37
3¢ Small Queen (pre-affixing loss) on Bronsdon & Patton window glass oils, paints etc. advertising cover
(trimmed at left, toning and small loss lower right) to Peterboro, Ont. The cover is addressed to T Workman,
portrait painter. The letter enclosed dated Aug 7, 1874 and the Peterboro bs (Aug 8 1874) confirm the 1974
use. This is the earliest recorded example of this duplex, used only 11 days, Aug 8 to Aug 17, 1874.
577  DUN-117 Toronto grid duplex, Earliest date. DUN-117 Toronto duplex (AUG 19) with eight vertical
bars on #P1 1¢ postal card (light vertical crease) to London bs (AU 20 74) and message dateline
confirm 1874 use. This is the earliest recorded date of this duplex used from Aug. 19 to Sept. 13.
578  DUN-121 Toronto 8 pie shaped segment duplex. DUN-121 Toronto (SEP 4) duplex with 8 pie
shaped segments with notch at 10 ‘o clock segment ties 3¢ Small Queen on cover (small corner fault
at upper left) to Windsor, Ont bs (SEP 5 1874). This is the second day of use for this duplex, used
from Sept 9 to Sep 23, 1874.
579  DUN-121 Toronto 8 segment duplex, used less than one month. DUN-121 Toronto (Sep 5) duplex
with 8 pie shaped segments and notch on 10:00 segment, ties #37 3¢ Small Queen on cover to
Brockville, Ont, 1874 use, with pin holes in central part of cover from pinning correspondence. This
postmark was used for a short period of time, Sept 3 to Sept 25. This is the third day of use.
580  DUN-122 Toronto 4 pie segments and four bars, oddball duplex. DUN-122 Toronto (Oct 1) duplex
with 8 pie shaped segments and four vertical bars ties 3¢ Small Queen (2) on cover to Edinburgh,
Scotland bs (O¢ 13 74) paying 6¢ Allan line rate. This device was used for only six days, from Sept.
29, to Oct 4, 1874
581  DUN-145 Toronto Intaglio “N” duplex. DUN-145 Toronto intaglio “N” duplex (AU 8 81) ties #37
3¢ Small Queen on neat cover to Perth, Ontario bs (AU 9). Scarce duplex.
582  DUN-145 Toronto Intaglio “N” duplex (6). DUN-145 Toronto intaglio “N” duplex on six covers
and cards, weak to F-VF strikes, four covers with 3¢ Small Queen (rough open, cover corner clip,
stain etc.) and two #P2 1¢ postal cards.
583  DUN-145 1881 Toronto Intaglio N duplex. DUN-145 1881 Toronto intaglio “N” in bars duplex
(PM MR 7 81) ties #37 3¢ Small Queen on Toronto Reaper & Mower Co. advertising cover to
Armadale, bs. Reverse with small pen notation “not in book” (likely Stulberg). Rare duplex.
584  DUN Toronto balance of the unofficial duplex collection. Balance of the Toronto unofficial duplex
collection incl. 14 items such as two covers with DUN-125 peculiar “4/Toronto/80” duplex insert
(used just 13 days), DUN-127 “4/80” removed from grid and earliest recorded date (Jan 21 1880),
DUN-126 (used only 15 days), DUN-130 (used less than one month), DUN-133, DUN-156, two
DD-94 Union Rwy Toronto, two Toronto Station B dateless hub duplexes.
585  Toronto Altered duplex / orb collection. Toronto altered duplex and large numeral orb collection.
Orbs 9 2-T3, 147 strikes on stamps including multiples and covers, altered duplex DUN-148
unofficial duplex. These hammers were typically used on non-traditional mail. This is the complete
collection of Jim Miller offered intact, with notes and stamps from Graham Noble’s collection.
Scarce opportunity for specialized study
Canada - Fancy cancel, FDCs and Flag Cancels, Military. Lot 586-594
586  Toronto Cork cancel cover collection. Toronto cork cancel cover collection in Lindner album, 57
covers and cards incl. 3¢ Large Queen (3), 1¢ Small Queen (4), 3¢ Small Queen (31), 1¢ blue postal
cards (19). Noted grids, diamond grids, flower shape, segmented etc. Almost all pre-1874. Eight
items are ex Stulberg (in black mounts) Inspect.
587  Toronto trio of cork cancel covers. Toronto trio of cork cancel covers incl. 1874 Toronto with
apparently Lacelle #1171 (or similar) double segmented central cork design tying 1¢, 2¢ Small
Queen, 1872 Toronto with very large eight segment cork tying 6¢ Small Queen on cover to England,
1871 Toronto quartered cork and quartered again (8 pieces total) ties 3¢ Small Queen on cover to
Brockville.
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Canada FDC lot. Canada FDC lot of 43 earlier FDCs (1933-1948, some with cachets, some toned
corners from photo corners), and modern FDCs with high face value frankings, largely 1970s
onwards, a total 60+ often with plate blocks (Olympics etc.).
1901 Toronto Exposition Flag group, Type 11. Flag Type 11, 1901 Toronto Exposition flag collection
in Lindner album incl. 22 covers, cards, fronts, and 18 on piece or stamp.
Flag cancel group, 1898-1954. Flag cancel group in small box, 1898-1954, 80 covers, cards and a
few fronts with some in sleeves and priced, dealer price/Coutts or Thorne CV over $1,000
1917 POW LT Conn Smythe (Toronto Maple Leafs owner). 1917 #MR4 2+1¢ War Tax tied by
Toronto Help to Win the war slogan (OCT 4 1917) to Lt Conn Smuth, Stockport, England,
receiver machine cancel (O¢ 27), redirected “6th Squadron RF¢ France”, censor 2988, reverse with
Field Post Office H4 (A 2 NO 17), ms notation “Missing Lt John B Mulvry”, purple boxed “Present
Location Uncertain E.E. *S.R.( APS”, and returned to Canada, “Dead Letter Branch Ottawa (AM
DE 7 17) cancel type OTT 3b-a2, and purple “3” carrier hs on reverse.
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Lt. Conn Smyth was the OHA hockey champion, enlisted during WWI with 2nd Ottawa Battery,
8th Brigade, later transferred to 40th Sportsmen Battery, transferred overseas Feb 1916, involved in
Ypres near Somme, earning a Military Cross, later transferring to RFC in 1917. Smyth served as an
airborne observer and was shot down by the Germans, imprisoned at Schweidnitz in Upper Sliesia.
He tried to escape twice and failed, ending up in solitary confinement, and released as a POW at the
end of the war. He returned to Canada bought the St. Pats hocket team, renamed them the Toronto
Maple Leafs, served as their coach and general manager. He built the Maple Leaf Gardens on Carlton
Street and supervised the construction of the Hockey Hall of Fame. He won the Stanley Cup eight
times. and the Conn Smythe trophy would be named after him, honouring the most valuable player.
A pretty nice POW military cover too.
1915-1918 Four WWI military DLO covers incl. missing, Killed in Action. 1915-1918 four WWI
military DLO covers incl. 1916 to MEF, Egypt “missing, not notified”, 1918 to BEF France, multiple
redirections, 1915 to Princess Pats, multiple redirects, 1917 to BEF, “killed in action”. All with DLO
two ring orb type 2-DLO2. Very interesting.
593  1913-1918 Four 2-DLO2 Dead Letter Branch Ottawa Canada covers. 1913-1918 four 2-DLO2
“Dead Letter Branch / Ottawa-Canada” covers characterized by small dash between Ottawa and
Canada, includes, “Present address unknown”, Moved, Not known, Not called for, Advertised
markings as well. Three Canadian covers, one GB to Canada cover. A scarce DLO. Ex Miller, Plain.
594  WWI Missing, Dead, Killed in Action collection. WWI Killed in Action, Missing, No Trace, group
of 14 covers with extensive markings sent overseas with multiple notations “missing”, “no trace”,
died”, “present location unknown” and especially scarce handstamp “killed in action” and returned
to Canada via DLO. These covers extracted from the DLO collection and offered for the military
collector. An opportunity to build a poignant and patriotic exhibit, even expanding it to include
photoview postcards, regimental badges and other ephemera.
Canada - Newfoundland, Nascopie, Officials
595 */O Newfoundland collections. Newfoundland, several groups of album pages with scattered representation
from cod seals, 1/2¢ dogs, Queen Victoria. Worthwhile to consolidate into one collection. Spotted
mint #46, 48, 56, 57(2), 58, 65, 66, 89, 138-140, 144156, 168, 192, 211, 226-229, and other
cheaper mint. Used incl. #41, 42, 44, 46, 48, 49, 51055, 56, 58,, 61/69, 78/86, 122, 124, 192-130,
596  Newfoundland cover lot. Newfoundland cover lot, 70 covers and cards, about half early material
incl. 19th Century, the rest modern era. Condition is mixed but worthwhile. Inspect.
592
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1911 St. John’s to BC, returned, DLO. 1911 St. John’s, Newfoundland machine cancel (Sep 26
1912) ties #109 6¢ black on cover to Vancouver, BC, “Removed”, “Not Called For”, purple General
delivered and returned via purple oval “Dead Letter Office Dec 1912 Ottawa, Ont” bs. Part backflap
off. Scarce usage.
1947 Nascopie wreck, E.A.P., Salved from the Sea, DLO. 1947 Nascopie wreck, purple “Eastern
Arctic Patrol ROMS Canada” partial strike (AUG 1 1947), to Irvington, NJ, purple “Salved from the
Sea” straightline and revere with official PO seals and District Post Office Inspector DLO Winnipeg,
Man “”5” (Aug 8 1947”, two bs. Ex Plain.
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Canada Official overprint collection. Official overprint collection #O1/EO2, largely VF, NH incl.
#O1-4, O6-8, O11, O13-15A, O16-27, O 33-49, EO2, then #O9-10 VF, H, and used #O12 and
O32(2), CV $992.20

$200

O231-OCE3 OHMS 4 hole officials group. #O231-OCE3 OHMS 4 hole officials group, incl.
O231-236 VF NH, O245 VF H, O249-256 VF NH, O258-260 VF NH, O261 VF H, O262 VF
NH, O272 VF NH, O273 VF NH, OCE1-3 VF H. CV $1,182.
Canada - Ontario Counties postal history
601  Bruce County - 120 covers and cards. Bruce County, 120 covers and cards arranged alphabetically,
stampless to 1950s, generally earlier period. Spotted Abedour, Burgoyn, Cape Croker, Carrick,
Chesley, Chippawa Hill, Colpoys Bay, Deemerton, Dobbinton, Dyers Bay, Edengrove, Formosa,
Glamis, Hepworth, Holyrood, Kincardine, Lion’s Head, Mar, etc. as a sample. Spotted stampless,
advertising, cork cancels, split rings etc. A lifetime of collecting. Inspect.
602  Bruce County and Grey county. Bruce and Grey counties, several hundred covers and cards in hiking
boot box from stampless to modern, main focus is on town cancels but some advertising, rollers,
interesting postcards included as well.
603  Grey/Bruce County squared circle and cds collection. Grey and Bruce counties squared circle and
cds collection in Lindner album, on stock pages and some written up exhibit pages. Spotted Squared
circle covers from Owen Sound (14), Chesley (1), Kincardine (1), Listowell (1), Teeswater (2),
Paisley (1), Thornbury (2), Flesherton (4 incl an 8c SQ, two fronts etc.), Tara (4), Goderich (4) and
hundreds of loose stamps (Small Queens to Numeral issue), plus other cds cancels used in parallel
of the study of period of use. Saw Jubilees incl 1c strip of three, 8c SQ, Map stamp, though mostly
Small Queens. Leaf and Numerals. The Owen Sound section seems to be a calendar collection in
date order. Estimated total of loose stamps is 1,120. A hefty album waiting for the specialist.
604  Grey County - Owen Sound postal history collection. Owen Sound postal history collection
including three early Owens Sound stampless with Owens not Owen, 1862 changeling (Ruggles)
large circle with 4 ring “26” on 5¢ Beaver, two additional 4 ring “26” covers on 5¢ Beavers, 2 ring
“44” on 3¢ Large Queen (stamp only), and then 14 fancy cancel and advertising covers, all Small
Queen era. A powerful group. (21 covers, 1 stamp).
605  Grey County - Owen Sound, 120 covers and cards. Grey County - Owen Sound, 120 covers and
cards from Small Queen to 1930s largely incl. duplex, split rings, cds etc., some advertising, a few
fronts and interesting postcards. Inspect.
606  Grey County - 1870 Eugenia peculiar orbiting date and year. 1870 Eugenia, CW with typeset central
month “SEP” and peculiar “orbiting” date “21” and year “1870” on the outside of the hammer,
PAID 3(c) to Toronto bs. The Eugenia postmaster was a creative soul, and his creations are highly
prized. While this style of postmark most closely resembles the intaglio year date hammer, this
particular “orbiting” hammer is unlisted in PHSC database.
607  Grey County - 1875 Eugenia CW registered. 1875 Eugenia, CW ms date centre “20/4/75” to
Toronto with “PAID 5” hs and “REGISTERED” hs paying 5¢ registered letter rate. Central stain
and part back flap off. Reverse with Flesherton transit and Toronto receiver.
608  Grey County - 1877 Eugenia registered. 1877 Eugenia, CW nude strikes tie 3¢ Small Queen, 2¢
RLS on cover, one free strike with ms date “24/1/77”, on cover (part back flap off) to Toronto,
paying 5¢ registered letter rate. A showpiece. (See Boggs 506, Jarrett 432).
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Grey County - 29 Small Queen covers. Grey County, 29 Small Queen covers incl. Chatsworth,
Clarksburg, Clavering, Williamsford Station, Priceville (in purple), Dundalk, Desboro, Flesherton,
Kimberely, Heathcote, Thornbury, Maxwell, Berkeley, Leith, Vanfleur (in red but strengthened with
red pencil), Yeavil, Latona, Keady, Kilsyth, Cape Rich, Durham, Shelburne, with some duplicates,
condition varies. Inspect.
Grey County - 1881 Eugenia straightline cancel. 1881 Eugenia, Ont (FE 16) with “EUGENIA”
straightline cancel tying 3¢ Small Queen on cover (reduced at right), reverse with Collingwood
(FE 17 81) and Flesherton (FE 16 81) bs which confirm year of use. Only one example of this
straightline recorded in PHS¢ database and no photo is shown. This is a new Latest Recorded Date.
Grey County - 1881 Eugenia intaglio year date, ERD. 1882 Eugenia (AU 22) with most unusual
intaglio year date “1882”, on 1c postal card to Toronto. Eugenia used these odd year date numerals
from 1883 until 1892. This is the new Earliest Recorded Date of this hammer. Eugenia employed a
several odd postal markings, with this being the only town that I can recall that employed intaglio
year slugs. A striking example.
Grey County - 1881 Eugenia intaglio year date, from PM. 1882 Eugenia (MY 28) with most unusual
intaglio year date “1883”, on 1¢ postal card (crease, closed spindle hole) to Asylum for the Insane,
Hamilton City, on 1¢ postal card with Hamilton arrival (MY 28). Beyond the most unusual intaglio
year slug, a similar strike is at the top centre of the reverse of the card with a message written by the
Postmaster on behalf of the family asking for an update on a patient and signed “R M Purdy PM
Eugenia”. The postmaster served as intermediary, letter writer and confident for the family. TWO
intaglio year strikes on one card.
Grey County - 1890 Eugenia with very large year date. 1890 Eugenia (MY 1) backstamp with
unusually large year date “1890” on cover from Hanlan, Ont (AP 28 90) to Girsville redirected to
Kimberly. The cover is franked with a 1¢ and 2¢ Small Queen (tear). The odd year date “1890” has a
similar central sloping appearance but is NOT intaglio, and is unlisted as such on the PHS¢ website.
The discovery copy of this peculiar postal hammer variety.
Grey County - 130 town cancel covers. Grey County, 130 town cancel covers arranged alphabetically,
largely Numeral to 1940s era, wide range of towns with a few duplicates, plus a few stampless (but
no Pence to Small Queens, offered elsewhere). Inspect.
Grey County - Chatsworth, Markdale and Wiarton. Grey County, Chatsworth, Markdale and
Wiarton cover and card collection in Lighthouse album, stampless to 1930s, spotted SQ registered
advertising, town cancels and rollers etc. Inspect.
Grey County - Eugenia, CW manuscript centre postmark cover group. 1875-1876 Eugenia, CW
manuscript centre cover group, six covers, one being stampless and the other five franked with Small
Queens, select strikes. Also includes real photo postcard of Eugenia waterfalls with three men in
front of it. Choice covers.
York County - Toronto Depot collection. Toronto depot postmark collection on pages from variety
of sources incl. 1900 Toronto S Depot 11 bar duplex on incoming German postcard, redirected on
Stulberg page. Total covers S Depot (17), Y Depot (7), P Depot (3), and on piece or stamp is S Depot
(11), Y Depot (39) and P Depot (7). Inspect.
York County - 1886-1902 Quartet of Curious Toronto cancels. 1886 - 1902 Toronto, four unusual
cancels on cover incl.. 1886 double circle with dotted inner ring (NO 3 86) as bs, 1901 rimless
duplex with large numerals (SP 14 01), 1902 orb cancel with large letters and date (superb example),
and 1901 Northern Railway straightline.
York County - 1818-1869 Toronto Stampless collection, mounted (24). 1818-1869 Toronto
stampless cover collection, 26 covers incl. 1818 York straightline, York Up Can, City of Toronto,
Toronto, Toronto CW Paid, Toronto Canada, Toronto Canada Paid, Toronto UC, Toronto CW
with wide range of markings 3, 3d, Paid 3d, 6d, 1/2, Unpaid 7, several size Paid 5, 7 etc. as well as
ms rates and instructional Paid, Too Late, etc. Mounted collection, many stated to be ex Stulberg.
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York County - 1830 York, UC Robert Spread Baldwin to Montreal. 1830 SFL dateline 12th Sept
1830 from Robert Spread Baldwin to KIngston, Paid 1/2, with red “York UP Can SEP 13”. Long
letter, signed, discusses business, then wife’s poor health, doctor says sickness in York, mentions
“letter we received from New York the news of the revolution in France... know what the York
politicians think of that”, etc.
621  York County - Selection of 75 covers, Small Queens to 1950s. York county group of 75 covers, SFL
to 1950s, mostly Small Queen era, very few being Toronto proper with most being other small York
towns, or Toronto branches. Inspect.
622  York County - Toronto 1850-1868 stampless to Cents collection. Toronto 1850-1868 stampless
to Cents cover collection, 46 covers in Lindner hingeless album incl. all manner of 1/2, 3, 7, 14,
UNPAID 7, 5, paid and unpaid, plus six Cents issue covers, no Pence issue. A detailed study.
623  York County - 1875-1903 Parkdale (Toronto) collection. 1875-1903 Parkdale (Toronto) collection,
47 covers, cards, few fronts incl. split ring, both duplex types. Spotted 1883 registered to England,
superb duplex, advertising etc. Likely one of the best collections ever formed.
624  York County - 1883 Toronto West Branch Office, registered advertising cover. 1883 “Toronto West
Branch Office” duplex (DON-1844) (O¢ 23 83) ties 37 3¢ Small Queen and #F1 2¢ RLS on Massey
Manufacturing advertising cover to Armadale, Ont paying 5¢ registered letter rate. The reverse with
scarce “Registered Toronto, Ont” cds and Unionville, Ont transit (O¢ 23 83). The stamps are also
tied by a cork cancel and REGISTERED straightline.
625  York County - 1884-1906 Toronto Street cancel collection. 1884-1906 Toronto Street cancel
collection mounted on pages, 22 covers and cards incl. Clinton Street 1905 with 10¢ Leaf registered
(overpaid 1¢), Deer Park (2), Dundas Street (2), Elm Street (2), East Toronto, Gerrard St, Parliament
Street (3), Peter Street (2), St. Joseph Street (1), Spadina Ave (3), York Street (1), Yorkville (2),
Toronto P Depot, plus 7 stamps.
626  York County - 1885 Toronto East Branch Office duplex, 8c registered to USA. 1885 Toronto East
Branch Office (JA 24 85) duplex #DON-1841 with “Toronto East” in obliterator ties 3¢ Small
Queen, 5¢ RLS on cover to New Bedford, Mass paying 8¢ registered letter rate. Reverse with
Registered Toronto Ont (JA 24 85).
627  York County - 1853-1869 Toronto UC and Toronto CW cover group (8). 1853-1869 Toronto UC
and CW cover group, 8 covers, incl. 3d beaver, 5¢ Beaver, 5¢ Beaver pair, 10¢ Consort, 3¢ Large
Queen with two stampless 1/2d and 5¢, all with either Toronto UC or Toronto CW cancels.
628  York County - Toronto Parkdale cover group, 1894-1947 (27). Toronto Parkdale cover group, 18941947, 27 covers, cards and a few fronts, mostly Parkdale “2” duplex cancels, Small Queen, Jubilee,
Leaf, Numeral, postal stationery. Inspect.
629  York County - 1900-1908 Branch DLO CDS cover group (7). 1900-1908 Branch DLO CDS cover
group incl. 1900 DLO Canada Halifax Branch cds, 1902 DLO Canada Winnipeg Branch cds, 1903
DLO Canada Montreal Branch cds, 1905 DLO Canada Ottawa Branch cds, 1905 Hunker Yukon
to USA with DLO Canada Ottawa Branch cds, 1906 DLO Canada Toronto Branch, 1905 DLO
Canada Vancouver Branch.
630  York County - 1901 Toronto Royal Review Exhibition Park Camp. 1901 “Royal Review Exhibition
Park Camp Oct 11 1901 Toronto Army Post Office” purple cancel on 1¢ Leaf postal card with blue
oval “Enquiry Office Post Office Toronto OCT 22 1901”. The card has no message but sent to a
Toronto address and likely undeliverable (hence Enquiry Office hs).
631  York County - Toronto Bathurst Duplex group. Toronto Bathurst duplex group, 19 items incl 1889
10 bar duplex, 1889 9 bar duplex, and 1900 9 bar duplex incl. card, cover, front, on piece and postal
receipt. Many on Stulberg exhibit pages.
Canada - Perfins, Post Office, Postcard, RPOs, Registered, Revenues, Roller cancels
632 O Perfin - Gage perfin trio, WJG on three Small Queens. Gage perfin “WGJ” trio on 3¢ Small Queen
(2) and 10¢ Small Queen.
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Post Office - 1873 Post Office Toronto document, Money Order cancel. 1873 Post Office, Toronto
receipt for postage for May 1873 with peculiar “MONEY ORDER / TORONTO P.O.” (JU 4
1873) and signed by Joseph Seplie, postmaster.
Postcards - 1901 Toronto Exposition Flag group, Type 11. Toronto postcard collection in Lindner
album, 38 views, mostly 1905-1915 and two modern ones. General town views, buildings and streets.
RPO - RY-179 TWO covers T. G. & B. R, No.1 and No. 2. RY-179 two covers RPO “T. G. & B. /
No. 1” on 1881 cover with 6¢ Small Queen (North/ MR 29 81), and “T. G. & B. / No. 2” on 1878
cover with 6¢ Small Queen. Both covers are RF “E”.
RPO - RY-180 Pair of covers REGISTERED / _ T. G. & B. RF F. RY-180 TWO covers each with
“REGISTERED / T. G. & B._”, the first as backstamp (O¢ 23 75) on cover with 2¢, 3¢ Small
Queen registered to Toronto; the second as backstamp (FE 26 78) on double weight registered
cover with 6¢ Small Queen and 2¢ RLS, opened for exhibit and trimmed. The second cover is the
LATEST RECORDED DATE. RF F for both. Ex Harrison on his pages (lot 583, 586 in Lee sale).
RPO - RY-180 REGISTERED / T. G. & B. RF F. RY-180 RPO “REGISTERED / T. G. & B.”, four
backstamps on cover with 2¢, 3¢ Small Queens tied by Registered straightline, paying 5¢ registered
letter rate. The RPOs are dated JA 3 and JA 4 suggesting an error and correction of date, or perhaps
being carried twice on the train. RF F. Ex Harrison, Lee sale lot #584.
RPO - RY-180 REGISTERED / T. G. & B. and ON-210 ERD. RY-180 RPO “REGISTERED / T.
G. & B.”, two backstamps on cover with 3¢ Small Queen and 2¢ RLS tied by grid hs on cover from
Hopevale, Ont (AP 6 77) to Caledonia tied by Registered straightline, paying 5¢ registered letter rate.
In addition, there are two boxed RPO ON-210 “REGISTERED / H & T. R.” backstamps. RF F and
EARLIEST RECORDED DATE (AP 7 77). Ex Harrison on his exhibit page (Lee sale, lot # 585).
RPO - RY-183 T. G. & B. EX R / No. 1. RF F. RY-183 RPO “T. G. & B. EX. R/ No. 1” (EAST
MY 23 77) on cover with 3¢ Small Queen tied by cork cancel to Toronto. A beautiful strike on the
face of the cover. RF “F”.
RPO - Balance of the Grey and Bruce counties RPO collection. Balance of the Grey and Bruce
counties RPO collection incl. 14 covers and 12 stamps. Covers are mostly Victorian era incl a few
registered like 1896 Teeswater with 1¢ and 3¢ Small Queen pairs registered with RPO bs. Inspect.
RPO - RY-184 REGISTERED / _ T. G. & B. EX _ on 5c LQ. RF G. RY-184 “REGISTERED /
_ T. G. & B. EX _” (DE 24 74) two backstamps on cover from Luther, Ont (DE 24 75) blue split
ring and seven matching blue “REGISTERED” hs, and blue fancy cork cancel ties #26 5¢ Large
Queen single franking on cover to Fergus, Ont paying combined 5¢ registered letter rate (3¢ postage,
2¢ registry fee). RPO RF “G”, rare. (Old RG-36 RF 500). Ex Harrison on his exhibit page with
certificate from sale Lee #108, lot 587 (2003). A showpiece.
RPO - RY-184 boxed REGISTERED / WEST. EXT. RY-184 boxed RPO “REGISTERED / WEST
EXT.” two backstamps (one partially removed with wax seal) on cover with 2c, 3¢ Small Queen tied
by fancy cork (central circle surrounded by arrows) from Teeswater, Ont (DE 21 77) to Toronto,
paying 5¢ registered letter rate. RF G, rare. Ex Harrison on his exhibit page (lot 179 in Lee sale).
RPO - RY-184 boxed REGISTERED / WEST. EXT. Earliest. RY-184 boxed RPO “REGISTERED
/ WEST EXT.” two backstamps (one perfect strike, the other missing only a few letters) on cover
with 3¢ Small and 2¢ RLS tied by bullseye cancels from Luther, Ont (JA 30 77) to Toronto, paying
5¢ registered letter rate. RF G, rare. This is the EARLIEST RECORDED STRIKE. Ex Harrison on
his exhibit page (lot 595 in Lee sale).
Registered - 1884 Registered Toronto Ont. 1885 “REGISTERED / TORONTO ONT.” circular
(JA 29 84) on cover with #35(3), #F2 1¢ Small Queen (3), 2¢ RLS , tied by quartered cork on cover
to Boyd, Ont, redirected to Sullivan, Ont bs and eventually returned to sender in Toronto. The cover
pays the 5¢ registered letter rate. Two additional strikes on reverse (JA 26) and three examples of Jan
29 on the return (one on face, two on back). Total of seven strikes, quite likely the most on any one
cover. Harrison records four covers. Ex Harrison.
Registered - 1885 Registered Toronto Canada oval. 1885 “REGISTERED / TORONTO CANADA”
oval (DE 7 85) on cover with #35(2), #37 1¢(2), 3c Small Queen, tied by quartered cork on cover to
Sandwich, paying 5c registered letter rate. Two additional strikes on reverse (one partial). Harrison
records seven covers, from May 13 1885 to Oct 10 1886. Ex Harrison.
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Registered - 1886 Registered Toronto Canada oval. 1886 “REGISTERED / TORONTO CANADA”
oval on cover with #37 3¢ Small Queen, #F1 2¢ RLS (cover trimmed at right), paying 5¢ registered
letter rate to Owen Sound. Two additional strikes on reverse, Owen Sound receiver and docketing
notes. Harrison records seven covers, from May 13 1885 to Oct 10 1886. Ex Harrison.
647 O Registered - Registered Letter Stamp Group (200+). Registered Letter Stamp group, used #F1 2¢
RLS(60) and #F2 5¢ RLS(150). A few cork cancels and shades but a good lot for hunting re-entries.
648 */O Revenue - Tobacco collectibles. Tobacco collectibles incl. Players 1937 Coronation tin with small
part of Canadian revenue, gold with raised side profile of king George VI, black Players tin cigarettes
medium 50 with sailor logo, Players cigarette paper packages with great colour advertising of
sailor (two sizes, 5 cigarettes and 10 cigarettes), Players cigarettes box (presume 25 size) but with
pencil writing on edges (likely used for stamp sorting), Players cigarette tin with partial revenue
stamp(Factory No. 6 Part 10-D text on bottom).
649 O Roller - Roller cancel group. Roller cancel group, several hundred stamps and small group of covers,
Small Queen to modern. A lifetime collection, demonstrating the difficulty of finding readable
cancels on stamp.
650  Roller - Toronto roller cover group, 1890s-1929, (18). Toronto roller cover group, 1890s-1929, 18
incl. two fronts. Spotted Toronto “1” on 1¢ Fonthill Nurseries advertising cover, “2” on photomailer
front, Bloor St “1” on 1928 registered with 12¢ Historical, Spadina “2” on 1919 registered stamp
dealer with block of four 1¢ War Tax and 3¢ SQ pair, Bleecker St “1” on 1911 7¢ registered, “2”,
“9”, “17”, Rusholme Road on 1912 registered cover, Postal Term “25”, Spadina Ave “22” on 1918
registered, Spadina “2” on 1921 registered, etc.
651 O Roller - Toronto roller cancel collection. Toronto roller cancel collection on stock pages, 130 stamps
incl Toronto roller 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Spadina 1, York St 1, Station A, B, Union Station, Peter St, Strachan
Ave, Riverside, Toronto Junction, Elm St, Broadview Ave, Carlton St, Parliament St, Toronto
Registration, late use cover 1927 with Maps stamp and Rusholme Road, later higher numbers
on Admirals etc. Spotted 1¢ Small Queen block, Admiral 10¢ block, two 2¢ Numeral blocks, 1¢
Numeral block, better singles incl. 20¢ Widow Weed, 50¢ Widow Weed (2), 20¢ Numeral, 2¢ Map,
8 ¢ SQ, 10¢ Numeral etc. Offered unpicked and a little gem lot.
Canada - Squared Circles
The Brian Draves collection of squared circles. Brain was a passionate collector of squared circles, particularly
active from the 1990s-2000s and formed an impressive collection with better items from the Cohen, Hennok and
Kerzner collections. Brian loved calendar collections and formed impressive holdings of such towns as Belleville,
Toronto and Winnipeg among others.
652 O Precursor Squared Circle collection - Toronto. Toronto Precursor squared circle collection on Small
Queens incl. 1¢ (19 stamps, 2 covers), 2¢ (5 stamps, 1 cover), 3¢ (31 stamps including a remarkable
block of 12) and three covers, 6¢ (3 stamps) and 1c postal card (4).
653 O Type I squared circle, used group, balance on lot cards
654  Type I square circle group (10). Type I square circle group, ten covers incl. Dutton, Grimsby, London
East, Mount Forest, Ottawa, Point St. Charles, Rat Portage (2), Three Rivers, Westville. Condition
varies with a few rough.
655  Manitoba squared circles. Manitoba squared circle covers incl. McGregor Station, Manitou, Birtle,
Deloraine, Minmedosa (2), Morden, Neepawa, Winnipeg, Napinka & Winnipeg MC No.1, plus
three loose stamps Napinka & Winnipeg MC No. 1 (3).
656 O NB squared circle group on stamps, Fredericton, St. John etc.
657  NS, NB and PEI squared circles. NS, NB and PEI squared circle covers incl. Annapolis, Antigonish,
Halifax, Kentville, Newport, Pictou, Windsor, Whycogomach (front), Yarmouth, Baie Verte,
Milltown, Petocodiac, Rothesay, and Charlottetown,
658  ON - Belleville squared circle postmark collection. ON - Belleville squared circle calendar collection,
approximately 1,250 selected strikes mounted in order and includes time marks, from Jun 16, 1893
until Feb 27, 1899. A lifetime of collecting.
659 O ON - Belleville squared circle cancel balance, plus few others
660 O ON - Hamilton squared circle group, dated copies on stock cards.
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ON - Huntsville - Woodstock squared circles. Ontario squared circles Huntsville to Woodstock
incl. Huntsville, Iroquois, Kingston (3), Lakefield (2), Leamington, Lindsay, L’Orignal, Martintown
(split cover), Mattawa (year error 99 for 96), Newmarket, Niagara, Niagara Falls South, Oshawa,
Paris, Perth, Peterborough, Port Hope, Port Perry, Prescott, St. Thomas, Sault Ste Marie, Stouffville,
Sudbury, Sutton West, Thamesford, Tillsonburg, Williamstown, Wingham, Winona, Woodstock,
ON - KIngston Squared Circle Calendar collection. Kingston, Ont squared circle calendar collection
in three ring binder, organized by date and time mark, approximately 2,500 stamps from Nov 5,
1893 to Dec 7 1898, largely on 3¢ Small Queens but with an impressive array of 3¢ Jubilees, and
some later Leaf and Numerals. Ex Robert Laird, Draves.
ON - Kingston Squared circle calendar collection, 1893-1898. Kingston, Ont squared circle calendar
collection, 1893 to 1898 from Oct 23 1893 to Dec 6, 1898, approximately 750 stamps and 7 covers
and cards from Small Queen to Numeral issue, cancel Type I and II. Some choice strikes, especially
on 3¢ Jubilees. Immense study.
ON - Peterborough Squared Circle calendar collection. Peterborough squared circle calendar
collection, 1893-1898 mounted in old coil stock book, 286 stamps, mostly Small Queens, 30+
3¢ Jubilee, a few late use on Edward VII, time marks 1-4, and blank. No time marks 5, 6, or 8.
Inventory by date and time mark accompanies. Last on the market in 2003 (Hennok Sale 162-163).
Ex Douglas Crawford collection.
ON - Toronto - Bleecker Street JA 22 missing year, new discovery, only cover. Bleecker Street Toronto
squared circle (- / JA 22 / - ) missing year ties #34 1/2¢ Small Queen pair on 2¢ postal stationery
envelope (trimmed at left), to New York. Reverse with “P.O.N.Y. (1-23. 97) and “W NY” (1-24.97)
confirming year of use as 1897. Only one other example is reported (JHE) on an 8¢ Leaf. This is a
new discovery and the only recorded example on cover. Ex Stulberg. RF 20 as normal.
ON - Toronto - Bleeker Street MR 3 1895 Latest Reported Date. Bleeker Street Toronto (- / MR 3 /
95) squared circle ties #41 3¢ Small Queen on cover to Newmarket. LATEST RECORDED DATE.
Noted as Ex Stulberg, Winmill, Hennok (R.A. Lee 1984, lot 2164). 11 recorded covers. RF 70.
ON - Toronto Parliament Street squared circle, registered advertising with year error variety.
Parliament Street Toronto (PM SP 21 96) squared circle ties #42 5¢ Small Queen and #53 3¢
Jubilee on McColl Bros oils, greases advertising cover (open three sides for display) to Grimsby, Ont
paying 8¢ registered letter rate. Reverse with three additional strikes and three other datestamps (SP
21 97, SP 22 97, SP 22 97) that confirm the squared circle has the year error “96” when in fact it
should be “97”. It clearly has to be 1897 because the 3¢ Jubilee was not issued in 1896.This is the
latest recorded date of this squared circle. An exhibition showpiece illustrated in the Squared Circle
handbook.
ON - Toronto Parliament Street squared circle, 3c Jubilee cover with year error variety. Parliament
Street Toronto (PM SP 21 96) squared circle ties #53 3¢ Jubilee on Canadian Bank of Commerce
return cover to Peterboro, Ont bs (SP 22 97).. The squared circle has the year error variety of “96”
which should be “97”. It clearly has to be 1897 because the 3¢ Jubilee was not issued in 1896. This
cover is accompanied by the original lot card from Jim Hennok auctions, sale #144, lot 460. Ex
Winter, Stulberg (mounted on his page), Hennok.
ON - Toronto - Queen Street East only recorded purple strike on cover. Queen Street East Toronto
squared circle (- / JY 24 / 94) two PURPLE strikes tie #41, 42 3¢, 5¢ Small Queen on cover to Port
Perry, Ont paying 8¢ registered letter rate. Reverse with RPO ON-798.01 “To & Pt H / No. 1”
(RF E) and ON-876 “W. Man P. O. Car / .” (RF E). This is the only recorded example on cover. A
showpiece. Ex Hennok.
ON - Toronto parcel oval cancels. Toronto Parcel oval cancels, 200+ stamps incl. pairs and strips as
well as five covers. Organized by Jarrett type , with numbers 1 - 6, and letters B, C, Q, S, and W.
Offered intact and the basis of an excellent collection.
ON - Toronto Street Squared Circles. Toronto Street squared circles collection on stamp Bleecker
Street (63 stamps, 1 cover), Bleeker Street error (1, partial strike on 2¢ Small Queen), Queen Street
East (67 stamps, 3 covers), Spadina (32 stamps, 2 covers), Strachan (29 stamps, 1 cover), York (115
stamps, 2 covers). Inspection highly recommended.
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ON - Toronto Squared Circles. Toronto squared circles collection organized by date, 200+ stamps
incl. 6¢, 8¢ Small Queens, 2¢ Map, 3¢ Jubilee. Also includes 5 covers ex Stulberg. Unpicked and
waiting for the specialist.
673  ON - Toronto squared circle group (10). Toronto squared circle group incl 1894 4pm on advertising,
1893 5pm, 1894 6pm, abnormal top line dates “NO 5/8PM/94”, “NO 3/7PM/94”, “MR
5/7PM/95”, 1897 7pm, 1894 8pm, and Bleecker St error on 3¢ Small Queen off cover, and 1899
Bleecker St Toronto on cover front. Most on Stulberg exhibit pages.
674  ON - Type II square circle group Acton - Hagersville. Type II Ontario square circle group Acton Hagersville incl. Acton II (front), Almonte, Arnprior, Aylmer West, Belleville (II, III), Brampton,
Brantford, Cornwall, Georgetown, Glencoe, Guelph, Hagersville, all on 3¢ Small Queen covers,
condition varies. Inspect.
675 O ON - Mixture of Ontario squared circles on Small Queens, often well struck and readable dated
cancels.
676 O ON - Dated selection of squared circles on 3c Small Queens and a few Jubilees
677  Quebec squared circles. Quebec squared circle covers incl. Aylmer East, Clarenceville on Chandler
wheelchair advertising cover, Farnham, Granby, Hull I, Iberville, Lotbiniere (2nd earliest date, purple
bs), Melbourne, Riviere du Loup Station, Ste. Cunegonde, St. Hyacinthe Granite Mills advertising
cover, Victoriaville, Waterloo,
678 O Squared circles Toronto Belleville and Winnipeg. Squared circles Toronto, Belleville and Winnipeg,
stamps and covers, 100s of items, on stock pages as calendar collection and loose, and loose covers
as well. Inspect.
679 O Squared circle calendar collection 1893-1897. Squared circle calendar collection, 1893-1897 in
red leather two post album, substantially complete with #37, 41 3¢ Small Queen, approximately
1650 stamps with mixture of Type I and II towns including Belleville, Halifax, Kingston, London,
Ottawa, Winnipeg, Brantford, Brockville, Charlottetown, Goderich, Lindsay, Paris, Prescott, Three
Rivers, Victoria, etc., missing only nine dates from 1893, one from 1894, none from 1895-96 and
seven from 1897, strikes are mostly F-VF and quite legible. Inspect.
680 O Canada squared circle collection. Canada squared circle collection in binder, mixture of mounted on
pages and on black stock pages, 100s.
681 D Squared circle proof sheets. Canada squared circle acetate overlays (12 sheets) and 9 stock pages with
paper cut squares, useful for comparison and research.
682 D Squared circle proof strike lot. Box of Squared circle proof strike photocopy lot of each town cut
to square and sorted, Pritchard and Andrews proof impressions from 200+ different hammers, all
sorted and organized by proof date. Also includes some REAL proof strikes from Baie Verte, NB,
Gore Bay, ONT, Useful for exhibit pages or stock book pages.
Canada - Street postmarks, War Tax
683  Toronto Street postmarks. 550+. Toronto Street and area postmark collection, 550+ stamps and four
covers, incl. Agincourt (on 2¢ Map stamp), Bathurst, Bloor, Broadview Ave, Brockton, Carleton,
Carlton, Clinton Street, Davenport, Downsview, Dundas Street, Elm Street, Gerrard St, Mimico,
New Toronto, Parkdale, Parliament, Peter Street, Queen Street East, Riverside Branch, Rusholme
Road, Spadina Ave, St. Joseph St, Strachan Ave, Toronto Junction, Toronto West and Toronto rimless
duplex, large font 2 ring orbs, West Toronto Junction, West Toronto, York St, Yorkville Toronto,
Yorkville Ont. A lifetime collection with duplication, usages on a variety of issues although largely
Small Queens, Jubilees and Map and Numeral issues were spotted. Inspection will reward and entice.
684  War Tax covers group incl. FDC. War Tax cover group (8) incl. First Day Cover (Apr 15 1915)
on front, 1917 returned for War Tax and DLO cancels, 1919 returned for War Tax to England,
numerous DLO and July 1 1926 printed commemorative foldout for removal of War Tax.
685  War Tax covers group incl. FDC. War Tax cover group (8) incl. First Day Cover (Apr 15 1915)
on front, 1917 returned for War Tax and DLO cancels, 1919 returned for War Tax to England,
numerous DLO and July 1 1926 printed commemorative foldout for removal of War Tax.
686 */** MR1-MR7 War Tax Mint group. #MR1-MR7 War Tax mint group incl. MR1-3 VF, NH; MR4,
MR5 F, NH, MR6 pair F-VF, LH, MR7i paste-up pair on left side VF, H. CV $960
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